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The Town of Richmond Hill is undertaking 
the Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue Key 
Development Area (Bernard KDA) Planning 
Study to inform the preparation of a Secondary 
Plan for the area. The Preferred Option and 
Policy Direction Report outlines a preferred 
height, density, open space and transportation 
network for the Bernard KDA and provides policy 
directions for the future Secondary Plan. 

The Preferred Option presented in this report 
is subject to further refinement based on 
feedback and consultation with public agencies, 
stakeholders and the public. 

The Richmond Hill Official Plan (2010) – “Building a New Kind 
of Urban” sets out the Town’s expectations for development 
over the long term and contains an intensification strategy to 
guide growth and achieve broad city-building objectives. The 
Official Plan directs intensification to a network of centres 
and corridors supporting the vision of creating more intense, 
mixed-use communities connected by existing and planned 
public transportation.

The intensification strategy contains a hierarchy of 
intensification areas including the Town’s Provincially-
designated Urban Growth Centre at the top of the hierarchy 
followed by Key Development Areas and Regional Corridors, 
Local Centres, Local Development Areas and Local Corridors, 
Neighbourhood Infill and Secondary Suites. 

Key Development Areas are identified to accommodate 
growth and are envisioned to develop as mixed-use centres 
along Yonge Street, a Regional Corridor. The Yonge Street 
and Bernard Avenue Key Development Area (Bernard KDA) is 
one of two KDAs designated within the Town's Official Plan. 
It is located at the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard 
Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and includes all four quadrants of 
the intersection. The other KDA is located at the Yonge Street 
and Carrville Road/16th Avenue intersection. 

To plan effectively for intensification, the Official Plan directs 
the preparation of new Secondary Plans and implementing 
Zoning By-laws for the Town’s designated Centres, including 
Key Development Areas, to further define the land use, built 
form and design at these nodes.

An interim control by-law (ICBL) was passed by Richmond Hill 
Town Council on November 28, 2016 to temporarily restrict 
new development in the Bernard KDA and adjacent lands, 
which comprise the larger study area. The ICBL will allow time 
to complete the necessary analysis to prepare a Planning 
Study and Secondary Plan that appropriately reflects the 
policy direction set out in the Town's Official Plan, as adopted 
by Council, and to enact an implementing Zoning By-law for 
the study area. 

The Town of Richmond Hill has hired a team of consultants 
led by Urban Strategies to develop a Planning Study to 
further articulate the land use and design approach for the 
Bernard KDA and define the appropriate framework for new 
development. The Planning Study includes the following 
consultant team:

• Urban Strategies Inc. - Project lead, land use planning 
and urban design expertise;

• BA Group - transportation and traffic planning and 
design guidance;

• The Municipal Infrastructure Group (TMIG) - servicing 
and stormwater analysis;

• Savanta Inc. (Savanta) - natural heritage 
considerations;

• Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) - geotechnical and 
hydrogeological considerations.

This Preferred Option and Policy Direction Report is intended 
to describe a preferred height and density scenario, open 
space system, and transportation network for the KDA and 
provide policy directions for the future Secondary Plan. 
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1.1 Area Context

For the purposes of the Bernard Key Development Area 
Planning Study, the Bernard KDA has been analyzed in the 
context of two boundaries: the KDA boundary as identified on 
Schedule A2 (Land Use) of the Town’s Official Plan, and the 
study area boundary which is slightly larger.

To fully understand the context of the Bernard KDA and how 
it should integrate into the Town, the study area has been 
extended to include the northwest quadrant of the Bernard 
Avenue/Yonge Street intersection, as shown in Figure 1. 
These lands are designated Regional Mixed Use Corridor, 
Natural Core and Neighbourhood and include large, generally 
vacant parcels. 

Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary

FiguRe 1. Bernard KDA Study Boundaries

The larger study area facilitated a research process that 
considered the long-term future of lands adjacent to the 
Key Development Area, including street connections and 
appropriate built form for the area beyond the formal Official 
Plan KDA boundary. 
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When considering the development of the Bernard KDA 
and the broader study area, it is important to understand 
the Town’s vision for these centres to develop as inter-
modal nodes between the Local and Regional Centres. 
Intensification is directed to the Bernard KDA because of 
several connected factors: “the existence of public rapid 
transit service combined with major existing nodes of retail 
and commercial development and opportunities for large land 
parcels to be redeveloped provide ideal conditions to promote 
transit-oriented development” (Policy 3.1.3.9). Permitted 
uses in KDAs include residential, office, retail, commercial, 
community, parks and urban open spaces and live-work units 
(Policy 4.4.1.3).

Built form policies require development fronting Yonge 
Street and Bernard Avenue to provide commercial, retail or 
community uses at grade in a mixed-use building format 
(Policy 4.4.1.5). Policy 4.4.1.9 regarding height requirements 
provides permission for a maximum building height of 15 
storeys, with the tallest buildings directed towards the 
intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon 
Hill Avenue. These policies recognize the existing low-density 
context, and articulate a maximum base building height 
of 6 storeys. Additional policies require an appropriate 
transition to adjacent residential communities, limiting 
maximum height permissions for development that abuts 
a Neighbourhood designation to 3 storeys. Policy 4.4.1.6 
outlines density permissions which encourage intensification, 
ranging from a minimum of 2.5 FSI to a maximum 3.0 FSI 
per development block.

To the south and north of the KDA designation, as 
demonstrated in Figure 2, are lands which form part of the 
Regional Mixed-Use Corridor designation that have generally 
developed with a mix of stand-alone retail and commercial 
buildings as well as commercial plazas. Regional Mixed-Use 
Corridors are also identified for growth and have height and 
density permissions in the Official Plan that are generally less 
than KDAs. To the north of the KDA, Policy 4.6.1.10 applies, 
providing permission for a minimum building height of 2 
storeys and a maximum building height of 8 storeys, with 
the tallest buildings directed to the Yonge Street frontage 
and directed to have a base building height of 4 storeys. 
To the south of the KDA, Policy 4.6.1.19 applies, allowing 
for a maximum building height of 15 storeys. Policy 4.6.1.8 
outlines density permissions of 2.0 FSI, which encourage 
intensification to a lesser degree than the KDA designation.

FiguRe 2.  Excerpt, Schedule A2 - Land Use, Richmond Hill 
Official Plan (2010)

BERNARD KDA

Elgin Mills Road West, a major east-west corridor, is located 
south of the KDA and 19th Avenue, the next major east-
west road, is approximately 1.3km north of the KDA. The CN 
rail corridor is located east of the Bernard KDA, restricting 
movement to the east to crossings at Elgin Mills Road East 
and 19th Avenue. Figure 2 demonstrates the surrounding 
land use designations. 

In the north of the study area are lands designated Natural 
Core in the Town’s Official Plan, which form part of the Rouge 
River tributary. German Mills Creek is captured within the 
western boundary of the KDA, and is also designated Natural 
Core in the Official Plan. These existing natural corridors 
establish a close relationship between the Bernard KDA and 
the Town’s broader Greenway System. 

Lands designated as Neighbourhood are also captured 
within the study area. Permitted uses include low-density 
residential uses such as low-rise single detached, semi-
detached and duplex dwellings; medium-density residential 
such as low rise townhouses and walk-up apartments 
subject to the policies and requirements of the Official Plan; 
neighbourhood commercial uses; community uses; parks 
and urban open spaces; and automotive service commercial 
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BERNARD KDA

FiguRe 3. Schedule A1 - Urban Structure Richmond Hill Official Plan (2010)
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FiguRe 4. Established Residential on Newmill Crescent FiguRe 5. Large Commercial Lot on Yonge Street

FiguRe 6. Vacant Parcel on Yonge St FiguRe 7.  Apartment Building (Richmond Hill Retirement 
Residence) on Bernard Avenue

FiguRe 8. Newkirk Industrial Park FiguRe 9. Toll Bar Park
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(Policy 4.9.1.(2)). 

Given that the Neighbourhood designation generally applices 
to communities that are well-established, the policies of the 
OP direct that new development shall be compatible with the 
existing context and character of the surrounding area (Policy 
4.9.1.(3)). Policy 4.9.1 (4) regarding height requirements 
for lands designated Neighbourhood provides permission 
for a maximum building height of 3 storeys, with a 4 storey 
maximum permitted on arterial streets. These policies 
recognize the existing low-density context, and strive to ensure 
new development fits within the community.

The Bernard KDA study area is currently the location of 
one and two storey low density commercial buildings 
and associated surface parking lots, limited residential 
development and vacant lands. Immediately east, northwest 
and west of the study area are well-established low-density 
residential neighbourhoods comprised of mainly ground-

related single detached homes and townhouses. Figures 4-9 
illustrate the existing conditions within and surrounding the 
study area. 

The Bernard KDA is envisioned to become a mixed-use, 
compact, pedestrian-oriented node, where investment 
in public rapid transit services will enhance existing 
commercial uses and provide an opportunity for future 
residential intensification. The Planning Study process 
offers an opportunity to transform the Bernard KDA into a 
thriving local centre that strengthens the area’s existing 
commercial character, and capitalizes on transit investment 
to redevelop the existing auto-centric centre to a vibrant, 
mixed-use destination.  

1.2 Purpose of the Preferred Option   
  and Policy Direction Report

The Official Plan for the Regional Municipality of York provides 
direction for municipalities to identify and plan for Key 
Development Areas along Regional Corridors, such as Yonge 
Street. In the Town of Richmond Hill’s Official Plan, the Town 
implements this direction, designating the intersection of 
Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and Yonge Street as a 
Key Development Area (KDA) – a place to direct growth and 
future development. The Secondary Plan will create an area-
specific framework to implement the principles, policies and 
objectives of the Town’s Official Plan for the Bernard KDA. 
This Preferred Option and Policy Direction Report is intended 
to provide a basis for the final planning study prior to the 
preparation of the Secondary Plan. The Preferred Option 
presented in this report is subject to further refinement 
based on feedback and consultation with public agencies, 
stakeholders and the public. 
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1.3 Study Process

This Planning Study consists of several stages, culminating 
with the development of a Secondary Plan for Council’s 
consideration in late 2017. The complete study process is 
shown below in Figure 10. 

The Preferred Option and Policy Direction Report marks the 
completion of Stage 2A. 

FiguRe 10. Project Timeline
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2.1 Constraints and Opportunities 
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FiguRe 11. Study Area Opportunities and Constraints

11

2.1 Constraints and
 Opportunities 
The existing context of the Bernard KDA study 
area presents both opportunities and constraints 
for future development. The following is a brief 
description of the primary factors impacting 
the study area's potential for redevelopment, 
illustrated in Figure 11.

1. Height and Density Policies
One of the greatest opportunities at the KDA is the core 
premise for this study: that the KDA is identified for 
growth from the Provincial and Regional policy direction 
through to the Town’s Official Plan. KDAs are locations for 
intensification, places where rapid transit services intersect 
with nodes of retail and commercial development, and where 
there is high redevelopment potential for mixed-use transit-
oriented development. 

2. Large Blocks
In addition to the designation for growth, the land base itself 
and the current low intensity uses represent an opportunity. 
Today, the Bernard KDA study area is largely defined by 
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isolated single land uses located on large blocks with limited 
permeability. The existing one and two storey low density 
commercial buildings, associated surface parking lots, 
limited residential development, and vacant lands provide 
great potential for change and transformation into compact, 
mixed-use, transit-supportive development.

3. A Limited Street Network
The auto-centric development patterns characteristic of the 
Bernard KDA have produced a road network tailored to the 
private automobile. Lacking a fine-grained street network, 
the study area and the surrounding environment does not 
support pedestrian and cycling activity, and there is limited 
choice for how people and cars move around. It is important 
to note that the quadrant between Yonge Street and Bayview 
Avenue is divided by the Canadian National (CN) rail corridor, 
also utilized by GO Transit. The only rail crossings within the 
quadrant are at the Elgin Mills Road and 19th Avenue arterial 
road crossings - there are no existing mid-block rail crossings. 

The existing pedestrian realm throughout the Bernard 
KDA Study Area is of typical suburban form, with the road 
network having basic 1.5-metre sidewalks set back from the 
travel lanes. In the surrounding residential neighbourhoods, 
sidewalks are generally provided along both sides of collector 
roads and one side of local roads. The commercial areas 
within the Bernard KDA lack pedestrian connections to and 
from the adjacent public realm, and across the site internally. 

The existing cycling network is predominantly made up of 
shared roadways along collector roads and multi-use trails 
north and east of the Bernard KDA study area. To develop 
a thriving centre and support the Yonge Street rapidway, 
improvements to circulation are needed to enhance site 
access. A fine-grained pattern of streets and blocks will help to 
establish the Bernard KDA as a vibrant, pedestrian and cycling 
oriented centre, while supporting the needs of motorists.

4. existing Neighbourhoods
The Bernard KDA has a close relationship to well-established 
residential neighbourhoods. While intensification will result 
in greater densities and heights, the Richmond Hill Official 
Plan and Urban Design Guidelines provide clear direction on 
requirements for the transition of new development to adjacent 
areas. Low-density residential neighborhoods are located east, 

northwest and west of the Bernard KDA, and specific policies 
respecting the transition of built form apply to development 
that abuts a Neighborhood designation. Because of the Yonge 
Street transit investment, higher densities along the Yonge 
Street corridor and at the Yonge and Bernard/Canyon Hill 
intersection are required to support the BRT; however, built 
form controls will ensure development transitions down in 
scale to established residential neighbourhoods.

5. Natural Heritage
The proximity to the natural heritage corridors presents an 
opportunity to re-define the KDA as a thriving commercial 
centre situated close to defined greenway systems. By 
encouraging intensification within the KDA, it will be important 
to ensure public open spaces are accessible and connected 
to natural assets, and these existing areas present an 
opportunity to enhance connectivity and create a unique Key 
Development Area defined by strong, green edges. 

The KDA is framed by lands designated as Natural Core: 
the German Mills Creek, captured within the western 
boundary of the KDA, is a Significant Valleyland and requires 
a 30-metre setback from stable top of bank. A tributary to 
the Rouge River is located to the north of the KDA, which 
requires a 30-metre setback from stable top of bank in 
the northwest quadrant of the study area. This tributary 
provides contributing habitat to Redside Dace, which is an 
endangered fish species.1  The Bernard KDA is within the 
Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan area and subject 
to policies 3.2.1.1 (18) of the Official Plan. Setbacks from 
Natural Core areas are required to be more specifically 
defined through an Environmental Impact Study at the time 
of development. 

6. Commercial uses
The Background Report findings indicate the KDA is a well-
established commercial hub, and there is a strong desire 
within the community to have that character continue and 
transform over time. The transportation analysis confirms 

1 The 59 Brookside Natural Heritage Evaluation Report 
designates the Rouge River tributary as contributing habitat, 
based on communications with MNRF as occupied habitat 
is located 7km downstream. Under the Endangered Species 
Act, contributing habitat is protected and no minimum buffer 
widths are provided. The Act requires a 30 m setback from the 
meander belt for occupied habitat only.
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these findings; 75% of retail trips destined to the Bernard 
KDA are made from within approximately 5km of the study 
area. With regard to residential travel patterns, auto driver 
and auto passenger mode shares make up approximately 
55% and 20% during the morning peak period. Reviewing 
residential modal shares by destination reveals that people 
traveling to downtown Toronto have a higher transit mode 
share (close to 60%), and residents traveling locally are more 
likely to walk (walking mode split for trips made within the 
study area is approximately 40%). 

Allowing the KDA to take shape overtime in a way that 
respects the current commercial uses but lays the 
groundwork for future change will be important to allowing 
for incremental redevelopment opportunities.  

7. Placemaking

The policies of the Town’s Official Plan direct increased 
density towards the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard 
Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and direct development to build 
a strong, vibrant identity and character. Today, the Bernard 
KDA study area is largely defined by isolated single land uses 
and is currently the location of several one and two storey 
low-density commercial buildings and associated surface 
parking lots, limited residential development and vacant 
lands. There is an opportunity to define an enhanced sense 
of place and create a pedestrian-oriented destination for 
local residents and visitors to the area. 

8. groundwater
Based on the hydrogeological setting and groundwater 
conditions, the Bernard KDA is underlain, in part, by a 
regional aquifer known as the Oak Ridges Aquifer. Where it 
is present, the Oak Ridges Aquifer is within 10-15 metres 
of ground surface and is under hydrostatic pressure. 
Excavations that penetrate close to or into the Oak Ridges 
Aquifer could require extensive long term or permanent 
groundwater control and must be avoided. For permanent 
installation of services or foundations in the Bernard KDA 
that are below the water table, proper precautions should 
be taken to avoid uplift, groundwater channelization or 
instability. Careful engineering will be required to manage 
shallow groundwater levels. 

Based on the geology, available borehole information 
and current development within the area, the subsurface 
conditions are capable of supporting development consisting 
of low-rise, high-rise structures and municipal services. 
Underground parking is possible, but will require engineering 
solutions to maintain the integrity of the water source. 
Because of the unique conditions that are highly locational 
dependent, constraints and approaches will be defined on a 
site-by-site basis at the planning stage of development. The 
Geotechnical and Hydrogeological Desktop Study Report 
prepared by Golder additionally recommends peer review 
of development reports to strengthen the level of review 
and oversight of the development process and confirm that 
sound engineering solutions are being implemented to 
protect groundwater and ensure stability of future buildings. 

9. Bus Terminal
The Bernard Bus Terminal will continue to serve an 
important purpose as a major hub, connecting with the 
Highway 7 Rapid Transit route and other York Region Transit 
(YRT) conventional services. The bus terminal currently 
serves seven local YRT bus routes as well as the Yonge 
Street Viva blue bus service.  Viva BRT service is planned 
for implementation along the stretch of Yonge Street that 
intersects with the KDA, prompting even more need to 
ensure that the area is planned for the density required to 
support the transit investment that has already been made, 
and is awaiting construction.

10. Servicing Capacity
Based on preliminary calculations performed by TMIG that 
used  the overall density target for the Bernard KDA of 2.5 to 3 
FSI, there is reserve capacity available in the existing sanitary 
system to accommodate growth in the Bernard KDA. The actual 
serviceable development will be dependent on the extent to 
which individual parcels can be directed to existing sewers.

11. elevation Changes 
The elevation in the study area slopes down roughly 5 meters 
from the south east corner of Yonge Street and Bernard 
Avenue to the south east corner of the study area at Yorkland 
Boulevard. This sloping condition provides an opportuntiy 
to explore variations in how building forms meet the ground 
plane, with potential to accommodate structured parking or 
two-street frontages that work with elevation changes. 
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3.1 Landowner and Public Agency Meetings

The consultation process for the Planning Study has included 
one-on-one stakeholder meetings and public events. In early 
January, a series of meetings were held with seven public 
agencies and twelve landowners at the Town of Richmond 
Hill municipal offices. These roundtable discussions provided 
the consultant team with a clearer understanding of 
landowners’ and public agencies’ perspectives and helped 
to identify their aspirations and possible concerns. Several 
key themes emerged that helped to inform the options 
development process. 

Transportation
• Support for transit-oriented development at this node, 

particularly considering the existing bus terminal and 
the rapidway transit investment.

• Recognition that the existing road network and grid 
system require further refinement to realize a mixed-
use centre, in line with Official Plan policy direction 
to enhance or provide a fine grain street network 
promoting walkable streets (Policy 4.4.2.1c). 

• Importance of improving and integrating the Bernard 
Bus Terminal during each stage of the Planning Study.

• Desire from Regional Planning staff to see something 
new and bold here. 

• Concerns regarding existing congestion in and around 
the KDA. 

environmental Constraints 
• Environmental agencies emphasized a comprehensive 

analysis of the flood plain will be required to assess 
possible building constraints. 

Commercial identity 

• Importance of the existing commercial uses to  
local residents.

• Desire from commercial landowners to maintain 
appropriate site access and parking facilities to ensure 
continued commercial success. 

Height and Density 

• Support from some landowners for intensification, 
along with transitional height and density policies. 

Sense of Place 
• Identification of the possibility to define an improved 

sense of place, and provide more community facilities. 

Overall, these discussions reflected a common desire to 
see change occur as this local commercial centre begins 
to intensify. There was an acknowledgement of challenges 
from both the public agencies and the landowners with 
regard to traffic congestion, groundwater impacts to 
development capability and attitudes toward parking. While 
these challenges will require innovative solutions, many 
stakeholders recognized the opportunity that exists at 
this node to support new transit investment with private 
development opportunities.  
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3.2 Public Workshop

A public workshop was held on March 1st, 2017 at the Elgin 
West Community Centre to allow community members to learn 
more about the study process and provide an opportunity 
for the consultant team to hear the public’s feedback on the 
challenges and opportunities in the Bernard KDA.

The public workshop began with an overview presentation 
that provided a high-level summary of planning policy 
and early analysis of possible opportunities in the study 
area. Small-group discussions followed the presentation 
component. Town planning staff and members of the 
consultant team facilitated roundtable discussion on several 
themes: Land Use, Character, Buildings and Urban Design, 
Transportation and Natural Heritage and Open Space. 

The key findings from the public feedback received reflected 
themes established in the initial stakeholder meetings in 
January, and are summarized below:

• There was a common desire to reduce traffic and 
improve the pedestrian network throughout the KDA—
congestion was a concern for many residents. 

• Residents identified with the village-feel of the historic 
downtown of Richmond Hill and were concerned that 
higher density development cannot support a similar 
sense of place here.  

• The current retail environment is well-supported and 
many attendees emphasized a desire to strengthen 
the existing commercial character.

• There was a desire to define an improved sense of 
place and create a destination for local residents and 
visitors to the Bernard KDA.

• The existing greenway system was recognized as an 
asset to the community. Opportunities to connect 
to and enhance connections to open space were 
discussed.   

Public feedback received at this workshop was integrated 
into the guiding principles, which serve as a framework upon 
which the preferred option has been developed. 

FiguRe 12. Public Workshop - March 1st, 2017
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3.3 Community Open House

The second consultation session with the broader public took 
place on March 30th, 2017 at the Elgin West Community 
Centre. This event was structured in an open house format, 
with several panels illustrating the opportunities and 
constraints in the study area, associated development 
principles and draft height, density and transportation 
scenarios. This session focused on obtaining feedback from 
participants on the variations proposed in the draft options. 

The key feedback received focused on several themes, 
summarized below:

Intensification 
• Concern was raised about the growth anticipated for 

this centre and if the Bernard KDA is the right place to 
direct intensification. 

• Residents requested further clarification on the kinds 
of built form required to meet the intensification 
targets for this KDA.

• Support for maintaining the KDA designation and not 
extending the boundaries to encompass the non-KDA 
lands included within the study area. 

Transportation and Transit
• Residents expressed concerns over additional traffic 

pressures resulting from new development over time, 
as well as questioned the capability to secure public 
road rights of way.

• Residents questioned the efficiency of the Viva BRT 
through mixed traffic in the historic Downtown area of 
Richmond Hill and what impacts that would have to 
attracting new riders to the service.

• Residents requested further clarification regarding the 
future of the Bernard Bus Terminal over the long term.

Transition 

• Residents were supportive of maintaining built form 
controls that ensured lower building heights against 
the neighbourhood designated areas.

Density
• Residents requested further clarification on density 

calculations.

• Concern was raised about the proposed public streets 
and the impacts new public infrastructure may have 
on achievable density.

groundwater 

• Concern was raised about the ability to provide 
adequate parking below grade to service new 
development, considering the high water table.

Open Space 

• Support for linear parks and urban squares, and a 
desire to see larger urban open spaces to accompany 
intensification.

Working with the public’s comments and ongoing input 
from Town staff and key stakeholders, the consultant team 
evaluated key elements of the draft options, such as the 
deployment of density around the study area and street 
network variations. This process has resulted in the creation 
of a Preferred Option, which is explained in further detail in 
Section 4. Feedback from the community, landowners and 
stakeholders is still being recived and will be considered as 
the planning process continues for the Key Development Area. 
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FiguRe 13. Community Open House - March 30, 2017
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The Preferred Land use and Design Scenario 
can be thought of in two main layers; first, the 
underlying development framework and its 
composite streets and blocks that define a basis 
for how intensification at the Bernard KDA would 
be organized and; second, the creation of a 
development scenario of heights and densities 
that responds appropriately to the Town’s policies 
and density targets for Key Development Areas.

The underlying development framework is based on six core 
components identified by the study team that reinforce the 
direction for the KDA in the Official Plan and establish a set 
of principles that shaped the design process. The framework 
includes an interconnected street network, reinforcing Yonge 
Street, integrated bus transit, integrated commercial uses, 
open space, and policy-based building heights. Using these 
basic elements as a guide, the study team developed a 
flexible grounding upon which development concepts for the 
study area could be studied. 

On top of the development framework is the second layer, 
the physical deployment of density and built form. To 
visualize how the development framework and the density 
concepts would work in conjunction with one and other, a 3D 
model of the Bernard KDA was created. The model allowed 
the study team to see the physical outcomes of different 
density arrangements and provided the opportunity to test 
different densities across the site.

The study team worked with the density targets set out in 
Policy 4.4.1.6 of the Official Plan that apply to the Bernard 
KDA and tested them atop the development framework. 
The objective of the study process was to create a Preferred 
Option that achieved growth targets and at the same time, 
was balanced and responsive to the surrounding context. 
Working with the unique attributes of the study area, its 
planned transit investments and existing commercial uses, 
the study team developed the Preferred Option that is 
explained in Section 4.3 of this report. 
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4.1 Guiding Principles

The Richmond Hill Official Plan (2010) provides clear direction 
for the Bernard KDA and for the preparation of a Secondary 
Plan for this area. The following guiding principles provided an 
important base from which the development framework was 
created to achieve the policy direction for Key Development 
Areas outlined in the Official Plan. 

4.1.1 Open Space Connectivity
The options reflect a desire to connect to the Town’s existing 
Greenway system and adjacent parks to bring a meaningful 
experience of open space into new development. Open spaces 
in urban environments are important parts of creating a 
comfortable, liveable place. 

The lands north and west of the KDA are designated Natural 
Core which form part of the Town's broader Greenway System. 
The Town’s Urban Design Guidelines encourage street and 
block layouts to maximize views, vistas and connections to 
the Greenway System (Section 4.3.3). These natural heritage 
corridors provide important context for this study and the 
options development process has considered how to enhance 
connectivity to this established ecological system.

4.1.2 Reinforcing Yonge Street

Yonge Street is an important street. The street not only 
moves traffic and people, but it can shape the nature of a 
place. The development options move to bring buildings up to 
the Yonge Street frontage, framing the street and enhancing 
the pedestrian experience along Yonge Street.

Built form policies require development fronting Yonge 
Street and Bernard Avenue to provide commercial, retail or 
community uses at grade in a mixed-use building format 
(Policy 4.4.1.5). This will facilitate the creation of a more 
main street development character with pedestrian-oriented, 
active street-level retail at grade.

4.1.3 integrated Bus Transit

The Bernard Bus Terminal currently operates in a driveway 
off of Yonge Street between Yonge Street and Bernard 
Avenue. The development options will not preclude the bus 
loop from operating where it is today until it may be ready to 
take a new shape along with new development in the future. 

The new centre-lane stations associated with the Yonge 
Street rapidway will be constructed north and south of 
Bernard Avenue, and VivaNext service will be relocated to 
the Yonge Street stations and will no longer use the existing 
bus terminal. The current design incorporates certain Viva 
routes along the rapidway, while a branch of Viva blue 
service will continue to service the Bernard Bus Terminal. 

The Bernard Bus Terminal will continue to act as an existing 
transit hub, providing a connection between rapid transit 
on Yonge Street and local, conventional routes serving the 
surrounding communities.

4.1.4 integrated Commercial uses

Retail and commercial uses are important in the 
Bernard KDA today. New development should be able 
to accommodate similar uses in the future that would 
contribute to service the local population.

Policy 4.4.1.4 of the Official Plan specifies that intensification 
of existing major retail uses shall occur through redevelopment 
into a more compact built form. The development options 
enhance the existing commercial character while providing for 
the evolution of built form over time. 
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FiguRe 15. Integrated Commercial Uses

4.1.5 interconnected Street Network

The streets in the Key Development Area today are limited. 
The development options seek to enhance movement choice 
and improve the street environment for pedestrians, cyclists 
and vehicles. New opportunities to connect with local bus 
routes will be explored through this process.

Policy 4.4.2.1c of the Official Plan directs development to 
promote the character and function of the KDA as a destination 
that is pedestrian-oriented by enhancing or providing a fine 
grain street network to create improved walkability.  

4.1.6 Policy-led Height Strategy 

Achieving an appropriate mix of building heights and 
ensuring adequate transition to the Neighboruhoods will be 
important to creating a livable Key Development Area.  

The Official Plan directs the tallest buildings in the KDA to 
the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon 
Hill Avenue (4.4.1.9) as well as calls for a 3 storey maximum 
height where development abuts Neighboruhoods (4.4.1.10), 
and the application of a 45 degree angular plane to further 
regulate development relationships to Neighbourhoods 
(3.4.1.55).  The development options are guided by the 
policy direction for building height. 

FiguRe 14. Open Space Connectivity
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FiguRe 16. Reinforcing the Yonge Street Corridor FiguRe 17. Integrated Bus Transit

FiguRe 18. Interconnected Street Network FiguRe 19. Policy-led Height Strategy 
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4.2 Key Features of the Development Options 

The Bernard KDA Study Area is currently the location of 
one and two storey low-density commercial buildings 
and associated surface parking lots, limited residential 
development and vacant lands. Within the KDA designation 
boundary, land uses are isolated and there are several vacant 
parcels that present ample opportunity for redevelopment.

The key features of the Preferred Option reflect the need for 
improved connectivity and for the creation of an enhanced 
sense of place with the KDA. This reflects policy direction 
outlined in the Town’s Official Plan and feedback received 
through public consultation events with key stakeholders and 
local residents. 

The following sections illustrate the variations explored during 
the options development process with regard to density and 
height, the street network structure and improved connectivity 
to open spaces.

4.2.1 Density and Height

Two options were prepared to illustrate how the Bernard 
KDA can reach the Official Plan density targets and create a 
place that fulfills the vision for the Bernard KDA as a place 
for mixed use, transit-supportive development. Official Plan 
policy 4.4.1.6 directs the density of a development block 
within a KDA to be a minimum of 2.5 FSI and a maximum 
of 3.0 FSI. For the purposes of this study, the development 
block upon which the required FSI is calculated is the entirety 
of the Key Development Area. The options explained below 
assign a density and height range to specific areas within this 
development block to implement an average density between 
2.5 and 3.0 FSI. When calculating FSI, the consultant team 
applied the Official Plan definition of “developable area,” 
which excludes environmental features, the Greenway System, 
and major infrastructure rights-of-way. The proposed public 
streets within the Bernard KDA form part of the developable 
area; thus, the total lot area includes the lands proposed for 
new streets and urban open spaces.

In the options development stage, the study team investigated 
the appropriate built form scale and density for the KDA lands 
as well as for the balance of the study area. Through the 

study, it was determined that the lands in the greater study 
area were not required to meet the density targets prescribed 
for the Bernard KDA. The modeling performed as part of this 
study anticipated low-density residential (single-detached, 
semi-detached) and medium-density residential development 
(triplex, fourplex, townhouse, or multi-unit apartment forms) as 
appropriate built form in this area

The low and medium-density residential form was deemed to 
be appropriate for the lands within the study are but outside of 
the KDA as the lands within this area, while in a Neighborhood 
designation, meet the criteria set out in Section 4.9.1.2 of the 
Official Plan to: (1) allow medium density residential uses in 
a Neighborhood including frontage on a collector street and 
being located within walking distance to a transit stop; and (2) 
allow medium density residential uses in a Neighborhood with 
frontage onto a local street in proximity to existing medium 
density residential development. Accordingly, this planning 
study for the Bernard KDA functions as the required Tertiary 
Plan identified in 4.9.1.2.2 (b).
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4 storey min 
10 storey max

4 storey min 
10 storey max

3 Storey Max
10 storey min 
15 storey max

3 Storey Max.

Density Distribution 

FSi Max Min
4 3.5
2 1.75

Total 2.9 2.5

FiguRe 20. Density Focus at the Yonge and Bernard Intersection

Natural Core and Buffer from top of bank
Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary

Option 1: A high density corridor along Yonge Street
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KDA Study Area
KDA Boundary

Neighbourhood
Natural Core

Regional Mixed Use Corridor
Employment Area 

FiguRe 21. Perspective of Option 1 (Looking North)

FiguRe 22. Perspective of Option 1 (Looking South)
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OPTiON 1

The first density and height option focuses development 
along the Yonge Street corridor, directing taller buildings to 
Yonge Street, away from the established neighbourhoods. The 
maximum height permitted is focused along Yonge Street, with 
density and height permissions transitioning in scale to the 
existing neighbourhoods. The key elements of this option are:

• Maximum FSI of 4.0 along Yonge Street

• Tall buildings of up to 15 storeys permitted in the higher 
density areas

• A maximum density of 2.0 FSI with permitted height of 
up to 10 storeys away from the Yonge Street corridor

• Along the Neighbourhood edges, a maximum building 
height of 3 storeys

• Minimum densities and heights indicate what would 
be required in this Option to meet the overall minimum 
density for the KDA of 2.5 FSI. 

The model views show a built form that could 
result from the height and density distribution. 

This option achieves the density targets within 
the height regime, and creates an intensified 
corridor along Yonge Street.   

OPTiON 2

The second density and height option focuses development at 
the Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill intersection, 
directing the most intense development to the four corners of 
the intersection. The maximum height permitted is focused 
along Yonge Street, with density and height permissions 
stepping down towards the Yonge and Elgin Mills intersection 
and east and west to the established neighbourhoods. The key 
elements of this option are summarized below:

• Maximum FSI of 4.0 at the four corners around the 
Bernard and Yonge intersection

• Maximum FSI of 3.5 at the south edge of the KDA to 
transition to the lands designated Regional Mixed Use 
Corridor 

• Tall buildings of up to 15 storeys permitted in the 
higher density areas along the Yonge Street corridor

• Maximum density of 2.5 FSI with permitted height of 
up to 10 storeys away from the Yonge Street corridor in 
the second tier of development. 

• A pocket of lower density is introduced in this option 
at the west edge where there is a third tier of the 
KDA, with maximum FSI of 2.0 and buildings of 3 to 6 
storeys

• Along the Neighbourhood edges, a maximum building 
height of 3 storeys

• Minimum densities and heights indicate what would 
be required in this Option to meet the overall minimum 
density for the KDA of 2.5 FSI

The model views show a built form that could 
result from the height and density distribution. 

This option achieves the density targets within 
the height regime, and creates an intensified node 
at the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard 
Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and more variation in 
the height and density distribution within the area.
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3 storey min 
6 storey max

4 storey min 
10 storey max

4 storey min 
10 storey max

3 Storey Max

10 storey min 
15 storey max

3 Storey Max.

Density Distribution FiguRe 23. Density Focus at the Yonge and Bernard Intersection

Option 2: Density is focused at the Yonge and Bernard intersection 

FSi Max Min
4 3.5
3.5 2.5
2.5 2
2 1.5

Total 2.9 2.5

Natural Core and Buffer from top of bank
Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary
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KDA Study Area
KDA Boundary

Neighbourhood
Natural Core

Regional Mixed Use Corridor
Employment Area 

FiguRe 24. Perspective of Option 2 (Looking North)

FiguRe 25. Perspective of Option 2 (Looking South)
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4.2.2 Street Network

The intensification of the Key Development Area should be 
supported by new streets to enhance choice for people traveling 
through or within the KDA. Additional street connections will 
improve connectivity for people, cyclists and cars; strengthen 
access to important local services like commercial and retail 
uses and support more walking and cycling for local trips. 

Three street network options have been identified to create 
a more fine-grained pattern of streets and blocks in the KDA. 
In order to achieve a more refined street network, several key 
moves remain consistent throughout the options to ensure 
enhanced connectivity is attainable. These key moves are 
explained in further detail below, and are numerically identified 
in Figure 26:

1. Leyburn Avenue Collector

This key move is present in each of the street network 
alternatives. This street is a connection to the existing 
collector street Leyburn Avenue, which would connect across 
the Key Development Area, through the existing intersection 
at Yonge Street and east to Justus Drive.

2. Internal Private Streets

The location of these streets are flexible and could be 
reconfigured as development is brought forward, provided 
that they meet the general intent of the policies of the 
Official Plan. However, logical connectivity to the proposed 
public streets and compliance with relevant guidance in the 
Official Plan would be required.

3. North South Public Street

This street is an important move needed to improve 
permeability within the KDA. This public street connects to the 
Leyburn Collector connection and to the proposed intersection 
at the north of the KDA. This street may also have a function 
as part of a future on-street bus stop if the existing bus 
terminal were to take a different form in the future. 

4. Potential Mid-Block Street

An additional street could be possible in this location to 
further support creating a fine-grained network of streets, 
support access to new development and potentially have a 
role in accommodating future local bus circulation.

5. Connection to Yonge Street

The public street in the northeast corner provides a 
new formalized connection to Yonge Street, frames the 
enhanced green space around the watercourse at the north 
of the site, and may also have a role in accommodating 
future local bus circulation.

6. Connection to Brookside Road

A new connection north through the northwest corner of the 
study area is proposed to Brookside Road. This road would 
service future development in the northwest corner of the 
study area and provide choice for how people move within 
the study area.

7. Potential Link to the Community 

The study has contemplated that appropriate development 
in the northwest corner could comprise of low and medium 
density ground-related housing, in accordance with the 
policies of the Official Plan and thereby satisfying the 
requirement for the preparation of a Tertiary Plan as required 
under the policies of Section 4.9.1.2 (Medium Density 
Residential) of the OP. Opening up the existing right of way 
for vehicles, pedestrians or both to Leyburn Avenue would 
improve movement choice and permeability. 

Streets Option A

1
2

3

4

5

6
7

A

B

FIguRe 26. Streets Options A-C

Proposed Public Road
Potential Private Road
Existing Signalized Intersection
Potential Signalized Intersection 

Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary
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Streets Option C

The key differences between the street network 
variations are summarized below, and identified 
in the following diagrams.

A. A New intersection at Yonge Street

A new signalized intersection at this location would enhance 
movement for people, cyclists and vehicles around and within 
the Key Development Area. This would minimize the walking 
distance for people wishing to cross Yonge Street between 
Bernard Avenue and Brookside Road – a 430-metre distance 
today – and would also support the connectivity of the open 
space network on either side of the Yonge Street corridor. A 
signal at this location would be subject to Regional approval. 

B. Naughton Drive Land Swap

In order to support  the new crossing at Yonge Street, a 
potential land swap could occur. The existing opening to 
Yonge Street at Naughton Drive that is currently closed could 
be conveyed for development and a new right of way on the 
north edge of the block could form part of the new road.

1 1
2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6
7 7

B

C
D

Streets Option B

C. New Connectivity to Yonge Street

This option proposes a new connection to Yonge Street 
that could include a signalized T intersection to control 
movements coming from the northwest quadrant. On the 
east side of Yonge Street, a right-in, right-out configuration 
could allow for connectivity for people and vehicles 
approaching Yonge Street from the east.

D. New Connection of Naughton Drive to   
Yonge Street

This option does not contemplate a new signalized 
intersection at Yonge Street, but rather illustrates opening 
the existing closure of Naughton Drive. This option would 
improve movement to Yonge Street through the existing road 
right of way and a right-in/right-out intersection on the east 
side of Yonge Street. 

In order to realize the Bernard KDA as a mixed use area 
that can support active transportation, a shift is required 
to re-image streets that are primarily auto-oriented into 
streets that accommodate all users and to facilitate a 
street layout to create smaller, walkable networks, while 
continuing to balance the needs of all modes of travel. The 
street patterns identified in the street network variations will 
help to establish the Bernard KDA and the larger study area 
as a viable, pedestrian and cycling oriented centre, while 
continuing to support the needs of motorists.
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4.2.3 Open Space Network 

Unlike in greenfield development where parks are defined 
as a part of a complete neighbourhood unit, intensification 
of existing areas like the Bernard KDA will require a new 
approach to parkland provision, which is explained in Section 
6.2 of the Parks Plan. The Parks Plan recognizes new 
parkland classifications such as Urban Squares and Linear 
Parks will assist in meeting the needs of more compact, 
urban areas.

While there are community parks and local parks located 
outside of the KDA boundary, the node itself is characterized 
by commercial uses and surface parking facilities. To 
establish a vibrant, mixed-use destination, public open 
spaces must be accessible to those who live, work or visit 
the KDA.

The approach to open space in the Bernard KDA is based on 
the following principles:

• Enhance connections to existing natural open spaces 
and parks;

• Create a strong linear park that reinforces the 
direction in the Parks Plan and connects people 
through the KDA in a comfortable, well-landscaped 
environment; and

• Identify locations where significant urban squares can 
frame development and create places that contribute 
to the Key Development Area’s character.

The following key elements of the Open Space 
Network are numerically identified in Figure 27:

1. A Linear Park Loop

A new linear park that allows for movement through the 
centre of the Key Development Area along a street framed 
by green space. This linear park loop continues through the 
KDA east to west and north to south. 

2. Connections to existing Open Space

There are a number of local parks in the vicinity of the 
Key Development Area and much of the KDA is captured 
within a 400-metre walking distance to these parks. New 
green connections are proposed to connect people to these 
existing natural assets.

3. urban Squares

Urban open space such as urban squares provides the kind 
of space where public life takes place. These spaces are 
critical for people to enjoy the public realm and the vitality 
that comes along with intensification. Such spaces could 
frame future transit plazas or significant commercial or 
residential uses.

4. enhancing the Watercourse

A new pedestrian path is proposed along the existing 
channelized watercourse at the north edge of the site. 
Improvements could be made to this feature to enhance its 
current condition and create a walking path similar to what is 
seen on the east side of Yorkland Street.

5. A Connection Across Yonge Street

The open space structure includes connectivity across Yonge 
Street at a potential new intersection where pedestrians could 
cross Yonge Street and connect with additional green space in 
the northwest quadrant of the area. 

These elements provide a framework to support the 
intensification of the Bernard KDA while enhancing 
connections to existing natural heritage corridors and 
supporting the creation of new urban squares and linear 
parks. The open space network responds to the key moves 
identified in the street network variations and maintains a 
level of flexibility to ensure alterations are possible to support 
the preferred street network option. 
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Existing Park
Existing Greenway System

Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary

Proposed Greenway System
Potential Urban Square
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FiguRe 27. Open Space Network
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4.3 Identification of Preferred Option 

The Preferred Option is based upon three elements that 
establishes the foundation for a flexible, urban approach 
to growth:

• Density and Height

• Streets

• Open Space

Each of these elements is an important layer in 
understanding how the Bernard KDA will grow over time into 
a diverse and vibrant community supported by rapid, transit-
oriented development. The Preferred Option presented in this 
report is subject to further refinement based on feedback 
and consultation with public agencies, stakeholders and the 
public. 

4.3.1 Density and Height 

The preferred density and height option reflects the corridor 
structure articulated in Option 1, concentrating higher 
density development along Yonge Street and further iterates 
the more articulated transitional nature of Option 2. 

The density arrangement in the Preferred Option has 
permissions for 3.5-4 FSI on Yonge Street, and an associated 
height overlay of 10-15 storeys. Density permissions in the 
second tier transitional areas, adjacent to the higher density 
Yonge Street corridor, range from a minimum of 1.5 FSI and 
a maximum of 2 FSI, with a height overlay of 4-10 storeys. 
In order to ensure transition occurs appropriately, a lower 
height maximum of 3 storeys is established along the edges 
of the KDA that abut Neighborhood areas. 

The overall GFA generated by the preferred option is between 
550,000 sq. meters to 600,000 sq. meters. Applying an 
assumption of 20% non-residential use and 80% residential 
use to create a mixed use area as called for in the Official Plan, 
the density permissions may accommodate a range of 4,000-
4,700 units and roughly 2,000-3,000 jobs.

 Currently, the Preferred Option assumes ground level retail 

along the Yonge Street corridor, as directed in the Official Plan, 
as well as the potential for office uses and a number of mixed 
use sites with single, larger floor plate retail uses. The exact 
balance of residential and non-residential uses will be refined 
through the subsequent phases of this study. 

Both Options 1 and 2 for the height and density arrangement 
in the Bernard Key Development Area support the direction 
provided in the Official Plan that describes how the KDA 
should function and what density it should accommodate. 
However, Option 1, where a corridor of higher density is 
permitted along Yonge Street, better responds to the policy 
direction as well as to the concerns of the community to 
focus density away from existing neighbourhods. 

The density arrangement in Option 1 expresses transition in a 
more consistent and even way, creating a focus of density and 
height along the Yonge Street corridor and decreasing density 
and height outward from Yonge Street. Transition to the 
community to the east and northwest is maintained through 
the maximum height of 3 storeys abutting an area designated 
Neighbourhood as well as through the use of the 45-degree 
angular plane, called for in policy 3.4.1.55 of the Official Plan.

The preferred option identifies lands within the study area 
but outside of the KDA as low-density and medium-density 
areas within the Neighbourhood designation. This area is an 
appropriate area for infill development given its frontage on 
Brookside and proximity to public transit stops. Per Official 
Plan Neighbourhood policies, the maximum Units per Hectare 
in these areas is 50 units per hectare. 

Transition in form and managing the impact of new 
development in relation to established neighbourhoods was 
a concern expressed by the community. The Preferred Option  
maintains transitional areas along Neighbourhood edges. 
The possible densities and recommended height minimums 
and maximums in which development would be expressed 
reinforces the idea of transition in density and built form, 
permits a structure within which a range of housing forms 
is possible including grade-related and apartment units and 
achieves the Towns intensification policies. 
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FiguRe 28. Preferred Option - Density and Height Density Distribution 

FSi Max Min
4 3.5
2 1.5

Total 3 2.5

Low and Medium Density Neighborhood Land Use
Natural Core and Buffer from top of bank
Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary
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Further refinements to the Preferred Option will occur 
in the next stages of the project process, responding to 
consultation with and feedback from public agencies, 
stakeholders and the public.

4.3.2 Street Network Evaluation 

BA Group performed an evaluation of each of the proposed 
elements of the street network system presented at the 
Community Open House (March 30th, 2017), against nine 
criteria.  Through this evaluation, a preferred street network 
was identified. The evaluation included the merit of the 
street, and where relevant, an assessment of if a public 
street or a private street would be recommended. Of the 12 
link variations in the draft options, six were recommended to 
be carried forward in the preferred option.  The criteria used 
in the evaluation included the following:  

Evaluation Criteria Measures
Overall Network Connectivity 
/ Mobility

Fine Grain, Routing Options, 
Logical Connections

Traffic Operations & 
Capacity 

Routing Options, 
Intersection Relief, Signals

Road Design / Standards Industry Standards, 
Regional Standards, 
Municipal Standards

Transit Considerations Transit Routing, Bernard 
Terminal Flexibility, Transit 
Accessibility

Support for Cycling Connections, Infrastructure
Pedestrians Connections 
and Environment 

Network connectivity, street 
level environment, street 
crossings

Built Form and Development Street Frontage, Quality of 
Developable Land

Property Impacts Road Right-of-Way, Land 
Acquisitions

*A detailed evaluation table with the complete analysis and 
recommendations is provided in Appendix A.1.

The preferred street network is comprised of the following links: 

1. New East- West Public Collector Road 
Connecting Yonge St & Yorkland St - Good logical 
connection between existing collector and arterial (Yonge 
Street) road network; utilizes existing signal infrastructure; 
improves mobility for all modes.

2. New North-South Public Local Road 
Connecting Bernard Ave & New East-West Public 
Collector - Good connection to create a finer grain street 
network; connects existing collector and potential collector; 
enhances mobility for all modes.

3. New 'L Shaped Public Local Road Connecting 
Yonge St & Bernard Ave - Connection between 
existing collector and arterial (Yonge Street) road network; 
incorporates flexibility for Bernard Terminal location and 
circulation options.

4. Full Moves Signal at Intersection of New 
Roads - Signal creates good east-west public connection 
across KDA for all modes. Signal contributes to a fine grain 
street network and supports connectivity of the proposed 
open space network. Signalized intersection will need to be 
incorporated into Yonge Street Rapidway alignment design 
and operations. Signalized intersection subject to Regional 
review. 

5. New 'L' Shaped Public Local Road Connecting 
Brookside Rd & Yonge St with Full Moves Signal 
- Good connection between existing collector and arterial 
(Yonge Street) road network; with full moves signal creates 
good east-west public connection across KDA for all modes.

6. New East-West Public Local Connection 
to Leyburn Ave & New Public Road Between 
Brookside Rd and Yonge Street - Creates finer grain 
street network; may be considered for pedestrians only. 

7. New 'L' Shaped Public Collector Road 
Connecting Canyon Hill Ave & Yonge St - Logical 
connection between existing collector and arterial (Yonge 
Street) road network; utilizes existing signal infrastructure; 
improves mobility for all modes.
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FiguRe 29. Preferred Option - Street Network 
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4.3.3 Open Space Analysis 

Through engagement with the public, stakeholders and 
the Town, the Preferred Option open space strategy has 
been revised to include an enhanced right of way loop that 
would allow for cycling infrastructure, wider sidewalks and 
enhanced street plantings in the KDA.  These enhanced 
rights of way connect through the KDA and create a unique 
street character. Development in the KDA will frame urban 
squares that will provide opportunities to support the sense 
of place in the KDA and create spaces for urban public life to 
be enjoyed. Mid block linear parks, a minimum of 15 meters 

FiguRe 30. Preferred Option - Combined Open Space and Density

wide, are identified to provide alternate walking/cycling paths 
within the area, thereby enhancing off-street movement in 
the area. These linear parks need not preclude underground 
parking, given that the Town permits stratified parks.

The elements of the open space network are flexible, and 
further refinements to the scale, size and programming of 
the enhanced right of way, linear parks and urban squares 
will occur as the Preferred Option is further studied and 
refined in the next stages of the project process.

Enhanced Right of Way
Potential Linear Parks/Mid-Block Connections
Potential Urban Square

Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary 
Existing Park
Existing Greenway System
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4.3.4 Combined Preferred Option

The combined preferred option is shown below, layering the 
preferred density, height, transportation and open space 
networks. The illustration shows how open spaces interact 
with areas of density and height and provides a composite 
view of how each of the elements of the Preferred Option 
work together. 

Further refinements to the alignment and geometry of the 
street network, the size and programming of the open space 

FiguRe 31. Preferred Option
Enhanced Right of Way
Potential Linear Parks/Mid-Block Connections
Potential Urban Square
Proposed Public Street

Low & Medium Density Neighborhood Land Use
Natural Core and Buffer from top of bank
Key Development Area Boundary
Key Development Area Study Area Boundary

Density Distribution 

FSi Max Min
4 3.5
2 1.5

Total 3 2.5

network and the height and density framework is anticipated 
through additional review with the Town, public agencies, 
stakeholders and the public. 
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The Bernard KDA is identified as a Key 
Development Area on Schedule A1 (Urban 
Structure), and is designated as a Key 
Development Area on Schedule A2 (Land Use) of 
the Richmond Hill Official Plan, and has a land 
area of approximately 19.6 hectares.

The Bernard KDA Secondary Plan will be 
prepared in accordance with Policy 5.1.10 of the 
Richmond Hill Official Plan, which requires the 
preparation of policies to implement the vision, 
principles, frameworks and recommendations 
of Part 1 of the Richmond Hill Official Plan, 
particularly Policy 4.4 (Key Development Areas).  

The following section provides policy direction 
for the Secondary Plan as well as direction for 
the Tertiary Plan required for lands in the study 
area but outside the KDA that will be further 
studied and refined in the next stages of the 
project process. 

5.1 The Structure and   
 Vision for the    
 Bernard KDA

The Bernard KDA has three distinct areas:  the Corridor, 
the Interior and the Neighborhood Edge. To reinforce the 
creation of a strong Yonge Street Corridor, the Corridor 
area will be comprised of a mix of uses and built forms, 
with the tallest buildings encouraged to front Yonge 
Street, reinforcing the corridor. The Corridor area will 
strengthen Yonge Street’s main street development 
character, with pedestrian-oriented active-street level 
retail at grade.

The Interior area will provide a transition from the highest 
density Corridor area, with a mix of uses and building 
typology. The Neighbourhood Edge will provide an 
important built form area that will create a buffer between 
the established neighbourhoods adjacent to the Bernard 
KDA and the higher intensity form in the centre of the KDA 
and along the Corridor. 

The enhanced right of way and a connected open space 
system will knit these areas together, while also providing 
connectivity to the Town’s existing Greenway System. 
The Bernard KDA will transform from an auto-centric 
commercial centre to a mixed-use, compact, pedestrian-
oriented node with a strong identity, a range of land uses 
and new public open spaces overtime. 

5.2 Principles 
5.2.1 Permit and encourage development within the 

Bernard KDA that will create a vibrant, mixed-
use destination that ensures compatibility with 
surrounding residential areas and that contributes 
to the animation of Yonge Street. 
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5.2.2 Maintain and reinforce the stability of low-density 
residential neighbourhoods through built form 
policies to ensure intensification takes place in a 
way that protects and appropriately transitions to 
established residential neighbourhoods.

5.2.3 Encourage the establishment of vibrant, active 
street-fronts in the Bernard KDA through the 
provision of commercial, retail or community uses 
at grade in a mixed-use building format. 

5.2.4 Direct the intersection of Yonge and Bernard/ 
Canyon Hill to create a central node of commercial 
activity and public life at the heart of the Bernard 
KDA.

5.2.5 Strengthen connections to the existing Greenway 
System and establish new urban squares and 
linear parks to accompany redevelopment.

5.2.6 Encourage the provision of affordable housing.

5.2.7 Provide a fine-grained, walkable street network to 
improve pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and 
access to public transit.

5.2.8 Direct low and medium density development to 
the study area outside of the KDA boundary to 
create transition to the existing neighbourhood 
and benefit from proximity to transit 
infrastructure.

5.3.2 Reinforce the intent for the KDA to contain a mix of 
retail, commercial, office and residential uses with 

5.3 Community 
  Characteristics

5.3.1 Identify and define character areas that are present 
within the Bernard KDA and provide additional 
direction and detail on the mix of residential and 
commercial uses anticipated and the nature and 
character of development that will take place in 
these areas. 

the highest commercial concentration focused along 
the Yonge Street corridor, recognizing its proximity to 
the Bernard Bus Terminal and the planned VivaNext 
rapidway. 

Built Form

5.3.3 Establish clear expectations for building form and 
intensity, directing higher density development to 
the Yonge Street frontage and lower density and 
heights in areas away from the centre of the KDA. 

5.3.4 Establish policies to reflect direction outlined in 
Policy 3.4 and 4.4.2 of the Official Plan regarding 
place-making and design.

Transition to Neighbourhoods

5.3.5    Provide appropriate transition to low-rise 
neighborhoods through the use of a height and 
density regime as well as a 45-degree angular plane 
as described in Policy 3.4.1(55) of the Official Plan 

5.3.6 Create an appropriately scaled Neighborhood Edge 
area that allows for a built form that is in keeping 
with the scale of the existing communities. 

5.3.7    For lands within the study area but not within 
the KDA, provide transition within the low and 
medium density area of the study area to existing 
development within Neighbourhoods and also to 
the KDA; Identify area specific design elements and 
preferred building typologies. 

Housing  
5.3.8 Direct a minimum of 35% of new housing units 

within the Bernard KDA shall be affordable as 
required in Policy 3.1.5.2 of the Official Plan.

5.3.9 Identify development heights and densities in the 
KDA that will allow for a range of housing types 
and tenures. 
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5.4 Parks and Urban   
  Open Space Network 

5.4.1 Refine the ideal locations for urban squares and 
linear parks to improve the public realm in the KDA. 

5.4.2 Establish appropriate guidelines for the size and 
function of the urban squares and linear parks as 
well as mechanisms for how to secure them in the 
development process. 

5.4.3 Create policies to encourage developments to 
contribute to the advancement of the urban open 
space network.  

5.4.4 Ensure development is sensitive to Natural Core 
areas. 

5.4.5 Enhance the Town's Greenway system through the 
establishment of buffers along the stream and 
valley system within the Secondary Plan area. 

5.5 Streets and     
  Transportation

5.5.1 Active Transportation

5.5.1.1 Create a well-connected system of pedestrian and 
cycling routes that facilitate movement between key 
destinations in the Bernard KDA.

5.5.1.2 Provide cycling facilities and pedestrian 
infrastructure as required by the York Region 
Transportation Master Plan, the Town’s Pedestrian 
and Cycling Master Plan, the Town’s Transportation 
Master Plan and the Town’s Urban MESP.

5.5.1.3 Design attractive and safe areas for pedestrians and 
cyclists and promote the Bernard KDA as a walkable 
destination.

5.5.2 Public Transit

5.5.2.1 Support the implementation of the Yonge Street 
rapidway and plan for connectivity to new transit 
facilities.

5.5.2.2 Maintain and strengthen the transportation function 
of the Bernard Bus Terminal as a central hub in the 
Bernard KDA.

5.5.2.3 Implement the direction identified in York Region’s 
Transit-Oriented Development Guidelines to advance 
the implementation of Regional Centres and 
Corridors. 
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5.5.3 Transportation Demand 
Management (TDM)

5.5.3.1 Implement policies from the Town’s Transportation 
Master Plan and recommendations from the 
Region's TDM Strategy to encourage a shift away 
from the single occupant vehicle. 

5.5.3.2 Support intensification within the Bernard KDA to 
facilitate increased transit use and support end of 
trip mobility options.

5.5.3.3 Consider the introduction of car-share and bike-
share facilities to improve modal split. 

5.5.4 Street Network

5.5.4.1 Evaluate the proposed streets and intersection 
control measures within the Bernard KDA and 
between the existing residential neighbourhoods to 
facilitate movement for pedestrians, cyclists, transit 
and automobiles. 

5.5.4.2 Develop policies to guide new rights of way width, 
street sections and locations of streets. 

5.5.4.3 Support the development of a street network that 
can meet the needs of various users including 
pedestrians, cyclists, transit and automobiles. 

5.5.4.4 Identify the character and role of public and private 
streets.

5.5.5 Parking 

5.5.5.1 Consider strategies from the Town’s Draft Parking 
Strategy to ensure appropriate parking ratios apply 
to new development. 

5.5.5.2 Encourage parking solutions of above or below 
grade or structured parking to meet the needs of 
future development.

5.5.5.3 Consider how above ground structured parking 
should be treated and constructed. 

5.5.5.4 Encourage a transition away from surface parking to 
reinforce the mixed use, transit supportive nature of 
future development

5.6 Groundwater 

5.6.1 Establish process mechanisms to ensure 
adequate study of groundwater conditions on a 
site by site basis as development comes forward 
and a potential peer review process to ensure that 
sound engineering practices are being proposed 
to address groundwater issues. 

5.6.2 Create policies to require low-impact development 
strategies to meet groundwater recharge 
requirements under the CTC Source Water 
Protection Plan. 

5.7.1 Establish policies to direct matters such as 
servicing, monitoring and other implementation 
measures. 

5.7 Implementation 
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6
Next Steps

This Preferred Option and Policy Direction 
Report marks the completion of Stage 
2A in the Bernard KDA Planning Study. 
The subsequent phase of the study will 
culminate with a recommendations report 
which will further refine the preferred 
land use and design option for the study 
area and provide recommendations to the 
Town to move the secondary plan process 
forward. The final phase of the project, 
involving the Secondary Plan and Zoning 
By-law, are targeted for completion within 
the 2017 calendar year. 
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A
Appendices

A.1 Evaluation of Road Options - Yonge Street & Bernard Avenue Key 
Development Area Planning Study



Evaluation of Road Options - Yonge Street & Bernard Avenue Key Development Area Planning Study

Evaulation 

Criteria
Measures

South East Quadrant North East Quadrant North West Quadrant South West Quadrant Yonge Street Signal

Link A

New East- West Public Collector 
Road 

Link B1

New North-South Public Local Road

Link B2

New North-South Private Road

Connecting Bernard Ave & Link A

Link C

New East-West Public Local Road

Link D1

New ‘L Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Yonge St & Bernard Ave 

with Full Moves Signal

Link D2

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Yonge St & Bernard Ave 

with Right-In/Right-Out

Link D3

New ‘L’ Shaped Private Local Road 

Connecting Yonge St & Bernard Ave 

with Right-In/Right-Out

Link E1

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Brookside Rd & Yonge 
St 

with Full Moves Signal

Link E2

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Brookside Rd & Yonge 
St 

with T-Intersection Signal

Link E3

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Brookside Rd & Yonge 
St 

with Right-In/Right-Out

Link F

New East-West Public Local Road

Connecting Leyburn Ave & Link E

Link G

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Collector road 
Connecting Canyon Hill Ave & Yonge 

St

New Signalized Intersection 
Connecting Public Links D / E at 

Yonge Street

Overall Network Connectivity / Mobility

Fine Grain Street Network

Routing Options

Logical Connections

- provides good logical connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connects Yorkland Street to Yonge Street) 

- utilizes existing signal infrastructure

- improves mobility for all modes

- provides good public connection to create a 
finer grain street network / block pattern

- in conjunction with Link A, improves 
connectivity for all modes, particularly 
pedestrians

- provides good private connection to create a 
finer grain block pattern

- connectivity / site access improvements for 
private property

- potential for good overall pedestrian 
connectivity

- creates finer grain street network / block 
pattern

- in conjunction with Link B, increases 
connectivity primarily for pedestrians

- does not have a significant impact on overall 
mobility

‘- provides public connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Bernard Avenue and Yonge 
Street) 

- signalized intersection at Yonge Street 
creates new east-west connection across 
Yonge Street, enhancing mobility for all 
modes, particulary pedestrians

- good public pedesrian connection to Yonge 
Street along ravine

‘- provides public connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Bernard Avenue and Yonge 
Street)

- with right-in / right-out intersection, primarily 
serves as site access for northeast quadrant

- good public pedestrian connection to Yonge 
Street along ravine

‘- provides private connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Bernard Avenue and Yonge 
Street)

- potential for good overall pedestrian 
connectivity

‘- provides public connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Brookside Road and Yonge 
Street)

- signalized intersection at Yonge Street 
creates new east-west connection across 
Yonge Street, enhancing mobility for all 
modes, particularly pedestrians

- good public pedestrian connection to Yonge 
Street along Natural Core

‘- provides public connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Brookside Road and Yonge 
Street)

- signalized T-intersection at Yonge Street 
provides good site access for northwest 
quadrant

- signal provides good pedestrian crossing 
opportunity of Yonge Street

- good public pedestrian connection to Yonge 
Street along Natural Core

‘- provides public connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Brookside Road and Yonge 
Street)

- right-in / right-out at Yonge Street provides 
good southbound site access for northwest 
quadrant

- right-in / right-out connection does not 
provide pedestrian crossing of Yonge Street

‘- provides public connection from northwest 
quadrant (Link E) to collector road network 
(Leyburn Avenue)

- in conjunction with Link E, increases 
connectivity primarily for pedestrians

- does not have a significant impact on overall 
mobility

- utilizes existing public right-of-way

‘- provides good logical connection between 
existing collector and arterial road network 
(connects Leyburn Avenue to Yonge Street) 

- utilizes existing signal infrastructure

- improves mobility for all modes

‘- signal creates good east-west public 
connection across KDA for all modes

- signal contributes to a fine grain street 
network

- signal supports connectivity of the existing 
and proposed open space / green space 
network

Traffic Operations & Capacity

Routing Options

Intersection Capacity Relief

Intersection Control

'- provides good alternative routing options

- in conjunction with Link G, provides capacity 
relief to Yonge Street / Bernard Avenue 
intersection 

- signal may required at Yorkland Street

'- does not have significant impact on overall 
network capacity and operations

- increases local routing options and site 
access

- signal may be considered at Bernard Avenue

'- does not have significant impact on overall 
network capacity and operations

- increases local site access opportunities

'- does not have significant impact on overall 
network capacity and operations

- right-in / right-out connection to Yonge 
Street

‘- in conjunction with Link E, provides some 
capacity relief to Yonge / Bernard intersection 

- signal may be considered at Bernard Avenue

‘- no significant capacity improvements to 
road network

- primarily services as site access for north 
east quadrant

‘- no significant capacity improvements to 
road network

- provides site access for north east quadrant

‘- provides alternative routing options 

- provides some capacity relief to Yonge / 
Bernard and Yonge / Brookside intersections

‘- provides alternative routing options 
primarily for north west quadrant 

- provides some capacity relief to Yonge / 
Bernard and Yonge / Brookside intersections

‘- provides alternative routing options 
primariily for north west quadrant

- provides good southbound site access to 
Yonge Street for northwest quadrant

‘- provides alternative routing option for 
northwest quadrant

- no significant capacity improvements to 
network

‘- provides good alternative routing options

- provides capacity relief to Yonge / Bernard 
and Yonge / Brookside intersections by 
providing alternative routing options

‘- signalized intersection connects public 
Links D and E, providing alternative routing 
options 

- provides some capacity relief to Yonge / 
Bernard and Yonge / Brookside intersections

Road Design 

Considerations

Ability to Meet:

- Industry Standards

- Regional Standards

- Municipal Standards

'- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Region / 
Municipal design standards

- grading considerations

'- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Municipal 
design standards

'- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Municipal 
design standards

'- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Municipal 
design standards

- Yonge Street BRT design considerations to 
accommodate right-in / right-out connection

‘- signal at Yonge Street approximately 175 
metres north of Yonge Street / Bernard 
Avenue intersection (less than York Region 
minimum spacing of 215 metres)

- Yonge Street BRT design considerations to 
accommodate signalized intersection

‘- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Region / 
Municipal design standards

‘- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Region / 
Municipal design standards

‘- signal at Yonge Street approximately 175 
metres north of Yonge Street / Bernard 
Avenue intersection (less than York Region 
minimum spacing of 215 metres)

‘- ability for signal at Yonge Street to meet 
Regional signal spacing requirements

- impacts on Natural Core lands

‘- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Region / 
Municipal design standards

‘- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Region / 
Municipal design standards

‘- ablity for road alignment and intersection 
configuration to meet industry and Region / 
Municipal design standards

‘- distance from signalized Yonge Street / 
Bernard Avenue approximately 175m

- 175m signal spacing does not meet 
Regional standards (minimum 215m)

- signalized intersection will need to be 
incorporated into Yonge Street Rapidway 
alignment design.

Transit Considerations

Transit Routing Options

Bernard Terminal Flexibility

Transit Accessibility

'- provides local transit routing opportunity

- incorporates flexibility for Bernard Terminal 
location and circulation options

- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

'- incorporates flexibility for Bernard Terminal 
location and circulation options

- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

'- does not provide flexibility for Bernard 
Terminal circulation options

- potential to improve transit accessiblity 
through increased pedestrian connectivity

'- in conjunction with Link B1, provides 
flexibility for Bernard Terminal location and 
circulation options

- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- incorporates flexibility for Bernard Terminal 
location and circulation options

- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- incorporates some flexility for Bernard 
Terminal location and circulation options 
(considering Yonge Street BRT design 
considerations to accommodate bus only 
southbound left turn from Yonge Street)

- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- does not provide flexibility for Bernard 
Terminal circulation options

- potential to improve transit accessiblity 
through increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- provides local transit routing opportunity

- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

‘- incorporates flexibility for Bernard Terminal 
location and circulation options

- improves transit accessiblity through 
increased pedestrian connectivity

Support for Cycling
Cycling Network Connectivity

Cycling Infrastructure

'- provides opportunity to expand cycling 
network along collector road system

- provides logical public connection between 
existing Yorkland Street and planned Yonge 
Street cycling routes

- provides opportunity to implement 
dedicated cycling infrastructure (i.e. bike 
lanes)

'- provides opportunity for public connection 
to cycling network through connection at 
Bernard Avenue existing cycling route

- opportunity to implement shared cycling 
facilities

'- provides opportunity for private connection 
to existing cycling network at Bernard Avenue

- potential for overall cycling connection 
however provision / responsibilty / 
maintenance considerations

'- provides south east quadrant access to 
planned Yonge Street bike lanes

- not a significant link in overall cycling 
network

‘- provides opportunity for public connection 
to cycling network through connection at 
Bernard Avenue (existing cycling route) and 
Yonge Street (planned bike lanes)

- signalized intersection increases Yonge 
Street crossing opportunity

- opportunity to implement shared cycling 
facilities

‘- provides opportunity for public connection 
to cycling network through connection at 
Bernard Avenue (existing cycling route) and 
Yonge Street (planned bike lanes)

- opportunity to implement shared cycling 
facilities

‘- provides opportunity for private connection 
to cycling network at Bernard Avenue (existing 
cycling route) and Yonge Street (planned bike 
lanes)

- potential for overall cycling connection 
however provision / responsibilty / 
maintenance considerations

‘- provides opportunity for public connection 
to cycling network through connection at 
Brookside Road (existing cycling route) and 
Yonge Street (planned bike lanes)

- signalized intersection increases Yonge 
Street crossing opportunity

- opportunity to implement shared cycling 
facilities

‘- provides opportunity for public connection 
to cycling network through connection at 
Brookside Road (existing cycling route) and 
Yonge Street (planned bike lanes)

- signalized intersection increases Yonge 
Street crossing opportunity

- opportunity to implement shared cycling 
facilities

‘- provides opportunity for public connection 
to cycling network through connection at 
Brookside Road (existing cycling route) and 
Yonge Street (planned bike lanes)

- opportunity to implement shared cycling 
facilities

‘- not a significant link in overall cycling 
network

‘- provides opportunity to expand cycling 
network along collector road system

- provides logical public connection between 
existing Canyon Hill Avenue and planned 
Yonge Street cycling routes

- provides opportunity to implement 
dedicated cycling infrastructure (i.e. bike 
lanes)

‘- provides opportunity to create additional 
cycling network connection across Yonge 
Street

- provides opportunity to connect potential 
cycling routes along public Links D and E to 
planned cycling lanes along Yonge Street

Pedestrian Connections and Environment

Pedestiran Network Connectivity

Street Level Environment

Street Crossings

'- provides good public pedestrian connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Yorkland Street and Yonge 
Street)

- provides public access through existing large 
block  

- provides collector road public right-of-way 
with sidewalks along both sides of street and 
opportunity for landscaping / quality public 
realm (ex. linear parks)

- traffic signal may be required at Yorkland 
Street, improving pedestrian crossing 
conditions

'- creates a finer grain public street 
network increasing pedestrian mobility and 
connectivty through large blocks

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and landscaping / 
quality public realm

- signal may be considered at Bernard 
Avenue, potential for increasing pedestrian 
crossing opportunities

'- creates a finer grain private street network 
increasing pedestrian site access and 
mobility

- potential for good overall pedestrian 
connectivity and environment, however 
provision / responsibilty / maintenance 
considerations

'- creates a finer grain public street network / 
block pattern increasing pedestrian mobility 
and connectivity in south east quadrant

- provides south east quadrant increased 
access to Yonge Streeet public realm

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and quality public 
realm

‘- provides good public pedestrian connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Bernard Avenue and Yonge 
Street)

- signalized intersection at Yonge Street 
increases east-west crossing opportunities 
across KDA

- provides public access through existing large 
block  

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and landscaping 
/ quality public realm, and public access to 
adjacent ravine / parkland 

- signal may be considered at Bernard 
Avenue, potential for increasing pedestrian 
crossing opportunities

‘- provides good public pedestrian connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Bernard Avenue and Yonge 
Street)

- provides public access through existing large 
block  

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and landscaping 
/ quality public realm, and public access to 
adjacent ravine / parkland

‘- provides good private connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Bernard Avenue and Yonge 
Street) increasing pedestrian site access and 
mobility

- potential for good overall pedestrian 
connectivity and environment, however 
provision / responsibilty / maintenance 
considerations

‘- provides good public pedestrian connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Brookside Road and Yonge 
Street)

- signalized intersection at Yonge Street 
increases east-west crossing opportunities 
across KDA

- provides public access through existing large 
block  

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and landscaping 
/ quality public realm, and public access to 
adjacent Natural Core

‘- provides good public pedestrian connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Brookside Road and Yonge 
Street)

- signalized intersection at Yonge Street 
increases east-west crossing opportunities 
across KDA

- provides public access through existing large 
block  

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and landscaping 
/ quality public realm, and public access to 
adjacent Natural Core

‘- provides good public pedestrian connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Brookside Road and Yonge 
Street)

- provides public access through existing large 
block  

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and landscaping 
/ quality public realm, and public access to 
adjacent Natural Core

‘- creates a finer grain public street network / 
block pattern increasing north west quadrant 
pedestrian connectivity to/from collector road 
netowrk (connection to Leyburn Avenue) 

- provides local road public right-of-way with 
opportunity for sidewalks and quality public 
realm

‘- provides good public pedestrian connection 
between collector and arterial road network 
(connecting Leyburn Avenue to Yonge Street)

- provides public access through existing large 
block  

- provides collector road public right-of-way 
with sidewalks along both sides of street and 
opportunity for landscaping / quality public 
realm (ex. linear parks)

‘- provides additional public pedestrian 
connection across Yonge Street, connecting 
the north west and north east quadrants of 
the KDA

- connects existing and proposed open space 
/ green space network across KDA 

- increases safe pedestrian crossing 
opportunities across Yonge Street

- Reduces the distance required to walk 
between Yonge Street signalized intersections 
/ crossings: signal spacing between Yonge 
Street / Bernard Avenue and Yonge Street / 
Brookside Road currently approximatley 430 
metres. 

Built Form and Development Considerations

Quality of Developable Land

Block Pattern

Street Frontage

‘- creates public access in south east 
quadrant while maintining large developable 
blocks north and south of link

- increases site access and servicing access 
opportunities for development blocks

- creates new public street frontage for 
development blocks

‘- creates a finer grain block pattern while 
maintaining developable block sizes east and 
west of link

- increases public street frontage and site 
access opportunities for development blocks

- implications on below grade parking 
opportunities due to public right-of-way

‘- creates a finer grain block pattern while 
maintaining private parcels 

- no below grade parking implications due to 
public right-of-way

- does not increase public street frontage 
opportunities

‘- in conjunction with Links B1 and A further 
reduces developable block sizes north and 
south of link

- implications on below grade parking 
opportunities due to public right-of-way

‘- creates public access in north east 
quadrant while maintining large developable 
blocks east and west of link

- increases site access and servicing access 
opportunities for development blocks

- creates new public street frontage for 
development blocks

‘- creates public access in north east 
quadrant while maintining large developable 
blocks east and west of link

- increases site access and servicing access 
opportunities for development blocks

- creates new public street frontage for 
development blocks

‘- creates a finer grain block pattern while 
maintaining private parcels 

- does not increase public street frontage and 
access opportunities

‘- creates public access in north west 
quadrant while maintining large developable 
blocks west of link

- creates more narrow development blocks 
east of link 

- increases site access and servicing access 
opportunities for development blocks

- creates new public street frontage for 
development blocks

‘- creates public access in north west 
quadrant while maintining large developable 
blocks west of link

- creates more narrow development blocks 
east of link 

- increases site access and servicing access 
opportunities for development blocks

- creates new public street frontage for 
development blocks

‘- creates public access in north west 
quadrant while maintining large developable 
blocks west of link

- creates more narrow development blocks 
east of link 

- increases site access and servicing access 
opportunities for development blocks

- creates new public street frontage for 
development blocks

‘- in conjunction with Link E reduces 
developable block sizes north and south of 
link

- implications on below grade parking 
opportunities due to public right-of-way

‘- maintains large developable blocks north 
and south of link

- provides good private frontage / site access 
opportunities

- good connection for utilities/servicing?

‘- provides good signalized access opportunity 
for north west and north east quadrants

Property Impacts
Road Right-of-Way

Land Acquisitions

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
collector road right-of-way

- existing building in proposed road alignment 
(potential phasing / scheduling impacts)

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
local road right-of-way

- road alignment primarily through existing 
surface parking

- greater private land dedication when 
considered in conjunction with Link A

‘- maintains private property

- no private land dedications required

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
local road right-of-way

- road alignment primarily through existing 
surface parking

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
local road right-of-way

- existing building in proposed road alignment 
(potential phasing / scheduling impacts)

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
local road right-of-way

- existing building in proposed road alignment 
(potential phasing / scheduling impacts)

‘- maintains private property

- no private land dedications required

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
local road right-of-way

- road alignment primarily through 
undeveloped land

- land swap with Town of Richmond Hill for 
Naughton Drive connection to Yonge Street

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
local road right-of-way

- road alignment primarily through 
undeveloped land

- land swap with Town of Richmond Hill for 
Naughton Drive connection to Yonge Street

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
local road right-of-way

- road alignment primarily through 
undeveloped land

- land swap with Town of Richmond Hill for 
Naughton Drive connection to Yonge Street

‘- utilizes existing public right-of-way, however 
still requires private land dedication

- road alignment primarily through 
undeveloped land 

‘- requires private land dedication for public 
collector road right-of-way

- road alignment primarily through 
undeveloped land

‘- Yonge Street right-of-way widening to 
accommodate turning lanes at signalized 
intersection

Summary of Evaluation of Road Options - Yonge Street & Bernard Avenue Key Development Area Planning Study 

Overall Score

South East Quadrant North East Quadrant North West Quadrant South West Quadrant Yonge Street Signal

Link A

New East- West Public Collector 
Road 

Link B1

New North-South Public Local Road

Link B2

New North-South Private Road

Connecting Bernard Ave & Link A

Link C

New East-West Public Local Road

Link D1

New ‘L Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Yonge St & Bernard Ave 

with Full Moves Signal

Link D2

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Yonge St & Bernard Ave 

with Right-In/Right-Out

Link D3

New ‘L’ Shaped Private Local Road 

Connecting Yonge St & Bernard Ave 

with Right-In/Right-Out

Link E1

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Brookside Rd & Yonge 
St 

with Full Moves Signal

Link E2

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Brookside Rd & Yonge 
St 

with T-Intersection Signal

Link E3

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Local Road 

Connecting Brookside Rd & Yonge 
St 

with Right-In/Right-Out

Link F

New East-West Public Local Road

Connecting Leyburn Ave & Link E

Link G

New ‘L’ Shaped Public Collector road 
Connecting Canyon Hill Ave & Yonge 

St

Connecting Public Links D / E

Overall Summary

‘- good link in public collector / arterial road 
network

- improves mobility / connectivity across KDA 
for all modes

- vehicle routing options / intersection 
capacity improvements

- creates public street frontage opportunities 
for development blocks

‘- public / private creates finer grain street network and block pattern

- public provides public realm and pedestrian / cycling connectivity opportunities

- private has potential to create similar pedestrian and cycling connectivity / environment 
benefits, depending on private-public arrangements 

- public / private does not have significant traffic capacity improvements

- public provides flexibility for future location and circulation options for Bernard Terminal

‘- not a significant improvement to overall 
mobility

- increases south east quadrant pedestrian 
connection to Yonge Street public realm

- link creates smaller development blocks and 
impacts below grade parking considerations

‘- provides public access into north east 
quadrant

- provides public access to adjacent ravine 
system

- signal creates good east-west connection 
across KDA (particularly for pedestrians)

- provides flexibility for Bernard Termina

‘- provides public access into north east 
quadrant

- provides public access to adjacent ravine 
system

- provides some flexibility for Bernard Terminal 
location and circulation considerations

‘- provides good private connection to arterial 
and collector road network

- potential to create good pedestrian and 
cycling connectivity / environment benefits, 
depending on private-public arrangements

- does not provide flexibility for Bernard 
Terminal considerations

‘- provides public access into north west 
quadrant

- creates public street frontage opportunities 
for development blocks

- signal creates good east-west connection 
across KDA (particularly for pedestrians)

- vehicle routing options for north west 
quadrant

‘- provides public access into north west 
quadrant

- creates public street frontage opportunities 
for development blocks

- signal provides good access for north west 
quadrant and pedestrian crossing of Yonge

‘- provides public access into north west 
quadrant

- creates public street frontage opportunities 
for development blocks

- some vehicle routing options for north west 
quadrant

‘- not a significant improvement to overall 
mobility

- increases north west quadrant pedestrian 
connectivity to/from collector road network

- link creates smaller development blocks and 
impacts below grade parking considerations

‘- good link in public collector / arterial road 
network

- improves mobility / connectivity across KDA 
for all modes

- vehicle routing options / intersection 
capacity improvements

- creates public street frontage opportunities 
for development blocks

‘- provides good east-west public connection 
across KDA for all modes

- helps achieve a finer grain street network

- connects the public / pedestrian realm in 
the north east quadrant (ravine) and north 
west quadrant (natural core / ravine)

- signal subject to Regional review / Yonge 
Street Rapidway design considerations

Recommendations

Recommended as Primary Link ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Recommended as Secondary Link ✓
Link Not Recommended X X X X X X

Recommended as Primary Public Link
Link Recommended

(preferred as public)

Link Not Recommended

(could consider pedestrian connection)
Recommended as Primary Public Link Link Not Recommended Link Not Recommended Link Not Recommended Link Not Recommended Link Not Recommended

Link Not Recommended

(could consider pedestrian connection)
Recommended as Primary Public Link

Signal Recommended

(subject to Regional review)



LINK F 

Potential Link Potential Signal Potential Signal 
Subject to Regional Review 
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	Structure Bookmarks
	For the purposes of the Bernard Key Development Area Planning Study, the Bernard KDA has been analyzed in the context of two boundaries: the KDA boundary as identified on Schedule A2 (Land Use) of the Town’s Official Plan, and the study area boundary which is slightly larger.
	For the purposes of the Bernard Key Development Area Planning Study, the Bernard KDA has been analyzed in the context of two boundaries: the KDA boundary as identified on Schedule A2 (Land Use) of the Town’s Official Plan, and the study area boundary which is slightly larger.
	For the purposes of the Bernard Key Development Area Planning Study, the Bernard KDA has been analyzed in the context of two boundaries: the KDA boundary as identified on Schedule A2 (Land Use) of the Town’s Official Plan, and the study area boundary which is slightly larger.
	For the purposes of the Bernard Key Development Area Planning Study, the Bernard KDA has been analyzed in the context of two boundaries: the KDA boundary as identified on Schedule A2 (Land Use) of the Town’s Official Plan, and the study area boundary which is slightly larger.
	To fully understand the context of the Bernard KDA and how it should integrate into the Town, the study area has been extended to include the northwest quadrant of the Bernard Avenue/Yonge Street intersection, as shown in Figure 1. These lands are designated Regional Mixed Use Corridor, Natural Core and Neighbourhood and include large, generally vacant parcels. 
	The larger study area facilitated a research process that considered the long-term future of lands adjacent to the Key Development Area, including street connections and appropriate built form for the area beyond the formal Official Plan KDA boundary. 

	When considering the development of the Bernard KDA and the broader study area, it is important to understand the Town’s vision for these centres to develop as inter-modal nodes between the Local and Regional Centres. Intensification is directed to the Bernard KDA because of several connected factors: “the existence of public rapid transit service combined with major existing nodes of retail and commercial development and opportunities for large land parcels to be redeveloped provide ideal conditions to pro
	When considering the development of the Bernard KDA and the broader study area, it is important to understand the Town’s vision for these centres to develop as inter-modal nodes between the Local and Regional Centres. Intensification is directed to the Bernard KDA because of several connected factors: “the existence of public rapid transit service combined with major existing nodes of retail and commercial development and opportunities for large land parcels to be redeveloped provide ideal conditions to pro
	Built form policies require development fronting Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue to provide commercial, retail or community uses at grade in a mixed-use building format (Policy 4.4.1.5). Policy 4.4.1.9 regarding height requirements provides permission for a maximum building height of 15 storeys, with the tallest buildings directed towards the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue. These policies recognize the existing low-density context, and articulate a maximum base building h
	To the south and north of the KDA designation, as demonstrated in Figure 2, are lands which form part of the Regional Mixed-Use Corridor designation that have generally developed with a mix of stand-alone retail and commercial buildings as well as commercial plazas. Regional Mixed-Use Corridors are also identified for growth and have height and density permissions in the Official Plan that are generally less than KDAs. To the north of the KDA, Policy 4.6.1.10 applies, providing permission for a minimum buil
	Elgin Mills Road West, a major east-west corridor, is located south of the KDA and 19th Avenue, the next major east-west road, is approximately 1.3km north of the KDA. The CN rail corridor is located east of the Bernard KDA, restricting movement to the east to crossings at Elgin Mills Road East and 19th Avenue. Figure 2 demonstrates the surrounding land use designations. 
	In the north of the study area are lands designated Natural Core in the Town’s Official Plan, which form part of the Rouge River tributary. German Mills Creek is captured within the western boundary of the KDA, and is also designated Natural Core in the Official Plan. These existing natural corridors establish a close relationship between the Bernard KDA and the Town’s broader Greenway System. 
	Lands designated as Neighbourhood are also captured within the study area. Permitted uses include low-density residential uses such as low-rise single detached, semi-detached and duplex dwellings; medium-density residential such as low rise townhouses and walk-up apartments subject to the policies and requirements of the Official Plan; neighbourhood commercial uses; community uses; parks and urban open spaces; and automotive service commercial (Policy 4.9.1.(2)). 
	Given that the Neighbourhood designation generally applices to communities that are well-established, the policies of the OP direct that new development shall be compatible with the existing context and character of the surrounding area (Policy 4.9.1.(3)). Policy 4.9.1 (4) regarding height requirements for lands designated Neighbourhood provides permission for a maximum building height of 3 storeys, with a 4 storey maximum permitted on arterial streets. These policies recognize the existing low-density cont
	The Bernard KDA study area is currently the location of one and two storey low density commercial buildings and associated surface parking lots, limited residential development and vacant lands. Immediately east, northwest and west of the study area are well-established low-density residential neighbourhoods comprised of mainly ground-related single detached homes and townhouses. Figures 4-9 illustrate the existing conditions within and surrounding the study area. 
	The Bernard KDA is envisioned to become a mixed-use, compact, pedestrian-oriented node, where investment in public rapid transit services will enhance existing commercial uses and provide an opportunity for future residential intensification. The Planning Study process offers an opportunity to transform the Bernard KDA into a thriving local centre that strengthens the area’s existing commercial character, and capitalizes on transit investment to redevelop the existing auto-centric centre to a vibrant, mixed

	The Town of Richmond Hill is undertaking 
	The Town of Richmond Hill is undertaking 
	The Town of Richmond Hill is undertaking 
	the Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue Key 
	Development Area (Bernard KDA) Planning 
	Study to inform the preparation of a Secondary 
	Plan for the area. The Preferred Option and 
	Policy Direction Report outlines a preferred 
	height, density, open space and transportation 
	network for the Bernard KDA and provides policy 
	directions for the future Secondary Plan. 

	The Preferred Option presented in this report 
	The Preferred Option presented in this report 
	is subject to further refinement based on 
	feedback and consultation with public agencies, 
	stakeholders and the public. 

	The Richmond Hill Official Plan (2010) – “Building a New Kind of Urban” sets out the Town’s expectations for development over the long term and contains an intensification strategy to guide growth and achieve broad city-building objectives. The Official Plan directs intensification to a network of centres and corridors supporting the vision of creating more intense, mixed-use communities connected by existing and planned public transportation.
	The intensification strategy contains a hierarchy of intensification areas including the Town’s Provincially-designated Urban Growth Centre at the top of the hierarchy followed by Key Development Areas and Regional Corridors, Local Centres, Local Development Areas and Local Corridors, Neighbourhood Infill and Secondary Suites. 
	Key Development Areas are identified to accommodate growth and are envisioned to develop as mixed-use centres along Yonge Street, a Regional Corridor. The Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue Key Development Area (Bernard KDA) is one of two KDAs designated within the Town's Official Plan. It is located at the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and includes all four quadrants of the intersection. The other KDA is located at the Yonge Street and Carrville Road/16th Avenue intersecti
	To plan effectively for intensification, the Official Plan directs the preparation of new Secondary Plans and implementing Zoning By-laws for the Town’s designated Centres, including Key Development Areas, to further define the land use, built form and design at these nodes.
	An interim control by-law (ICBL) was passed by Richmond Hill Town Council on November 28, 2016 to temporarily restrict new development in the Bernard KDA and adjacent lands, which comprise the larger study area. The ICBL will allow time to complete the necessary analysis to prepare a Planning Study and Secondary Plan that appropriately reflects the policy direction set out in the Town's Official Plan, as adopted by Council, and to enact an implementing Zoning By-law for the study area. 
	The Town of Richmond Hill has hired a team of consultants led by Urban Strategies to develop a Planning Study to further articulate the land use and design approach for the Bernard KDA and define the appropriate framework for new development. The Planning Study includes the following consultant team:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Urban Strategies Inc. - Project lead, land use planning and urban design expertise;

	• 
	• 
	• 

	BA Group - transportation and traffic planning and design guidance;

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Municipal Infrastructure Group (TMIG) - servicing and stormwater analysis;

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Savanta Inc. (Savanta) - natural heritage considerations;

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) - geotechnical and hydrogeological considerations.


	This Preferred Option and Policy Direction Report is intended to describe a preferred height and density scenario, open space system, and transportation network for the KDA and provide policy directions for the future Secondary Plan. 
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	The intensification of the Key Development Area should be supported by new streets to enhance choice for people traveling through or within the KDA. Additional street connections will improve connectivity for people, cyclists and cars; strengthen access to important local services like commercial and retail uses and support more walking and cycling for local trips. 
	Three street network options have been identified to create a more fine-grained pattern of streets and blocks in the KDA. In order to achieve a more refined street network, several key moves remain consistent throughout the options to ensure enhanced connectivity is attainable. These key moves are explained in further detail below, and are numerically identified in Figure 26:
	1. Leyburn Avenue Collector
	1. Leyburn Avenue Collector

	This key move is present in each of the street network alternatives. This street is a connection to the existing collector street Leyburn Avenue, which would connect across the Key Development Area, through the existing intersection at Yonge Street and east to Justus Drive.
	2. internal Private Streets
	2. internal Private Streets

	The location of these streets are flexible and could be reconfigured as development is brought forward, provided that they meet the general intent of the policies of the Official Plan. However, logical connectivity to the proposed public streets and compliance with relevant guidance in the Official Plan would be required.
	3. North South Public Street
	3. North South Public Street

	This street is an important move needed to improve permeability within the KDA. This public street connects to the Leyburn Collector connection and to the proposed intersection at the north of the KDA. This street may also have a function as part of a future on-street bus stop if the existing bus terminal were to take a different form in the future. 
	4. Potential Mid-Block Street
	4. Potential Mid-Block Street

	An additional street could be possible in this location to further support creating a fine-grained network of streets, support access to new development and potentially have a role in accommodating future local bus circulation.
	5. Connection to Yonge Street
	5. Connection to Yonge Street

	The public street in the northeast corner provides a new formalized connection to Yonge Street, frames the enhanced green space around the watercourse at the north of the site, and may also have a role in accommodating future local bus circulation.
	6. Connection to Brookside Road
	6. Connection to Brookside Road

	A new connection north through the northwest corner of the study area is proposed to Brookside Road. This road would service future development in the northwest corner of the study area and provide choice for how people move within the study area.
	7. Potential Link to the Community 
	7. Potential Link to the Community 

	The study has contemplated that appropriate development in the northwest corner could comprise of low and medium density ground-related housing, in accordance with the policies of the Official Plan and thereby satisfying the requirement for the preparation of a Tertiary Plan as required under the policies of Section 4.9.1.2 (Medium Density Residential) of the OP. Opening up the existing right of way for vehicles, pedestrians or both to Leyburn Avenue would improve movement choice and permeability. 
	The key differences between the street network 
	The key differences between the street network 
	variations are summarized below, and identified 
	in the following diagrams.

	A. A New intersection at Yonge Street
	A. A New intersection at Yonge Street

	A new signalized intersection at this location would enhance movement for people, cyclists and vehicles around and within the Key Development Area. This would minimize the walking distance for people wishing to cross Yonge Street between Bernard Avenue and Brookside Road – a 430-metre distance today – and would also support the connectivity of the open space network on either side of the Yonge Street corridor. A signal at this location would be subject to Regional approval. 
	B. Naughton Drive Land Swap
	B. Naughton Drive Land Swap

	In order to support  the new crossing at Yonge Street, a potential land swap could occur. The existing opening to Yonge Street at Naughton Drive that is currently closed could be conveyed for development and a new right of way on the north edge of the block could form part of the new road.
	C. New Connectivity to Yonge Street
	C. New Connectivity to Yonge Street

	This option proposes a new connection to Yonge Street that could include a signalized T intersection to control movements coming from the northwest quadrant. On the east side of Yonge Street, a right-in, right-out configuration could allow for connectivity for people and vehicles approaching Yonge Street from the east.
	D. New Connection of Naughton Drive to   
	D. New Connection of Naughton Drive to   
	Yonge Street

	This option does not contemplate a new signalized intersection at Yonge Street, but rather illustrates opening the existing closure of Naughton Drive. This option would improve movement to Yonge Street through the existing road right of way and a right-in/right-out intersection on the east side of Yonge Street. 
	In order to realize the Bernard KDA as a mixed use area that can support active transportation, a shift is required to re-image streets that are primarily auto-oriented into streets that accommodate all users and to facilitate a street layout to create smaller, walkable networks, while continuing to balance the needs of all modes of travel. The street patterns identified in the street network variations will help to establish the Bernard KDA and the larger study area as a viable, pedestrian and cycling orie
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	1.2 
	1.2 
	Purpose of the Preferred Option   
	  and Policy Direction Report


	The Official Plan for the Regional Municipality of York provides direction for municipalities to identify and plan for Key Development Areas along Regional Corridors, such as Yonge Street. In the Town of Richmond Hill’s Official Plan, the Town implements this direction, designating the intersection of Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and Yonge Street as a Key Development Area (KDA) – a place to direct growth and future development. The Secondary Plan will create an area-specific framework to implement the 
	The Official Plan for the Regional Municipality of York provides direction for municipalities to identify and plan for Key Development Areas along Regional Corridors, such as Yonge Street. In the Town of Richmond Hill’s Official Plan, the Town implements this direction, designating the intersection of Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and Yonge Street as a Key Development Area (KDA) – a place to direct growth and future development. The Secondary Plan will create an area-specific framework to implement the 

	1.3 
	1.3 
	Study Process


	This Planning Study consists of several stages, culminating with the development of a Secondary Plan for Council’s consideration in late 2017. The complete study process is shown below in Figure 10. 
	This Planning Study consists of several stages, culminating with the development of a Secondary Plan for Council’s consideration in late 2017. The complete study process is shown below in Figure 10. 
	The Preferred Option and Policy Direction Report marks the completion of Stage 2A. 

	p
	The existing context of the Bernard KDA study 
	The existing context of the Bernard KDA study 
	area presents both opportunities and constraints 
	for future development. The following is a brief 
	description of the primary factors impacting 
	the study area's potential for redevelopment, 
	illustrated in Figure 11.

	1. Height and Density Policies
	1. Height and Density Policies

	One of the greatest opportunities at the KDA is the core 
	One of the greatest opportunities at the KDA is the core 
	premise for this study: that the KDA is identified for 
	growth from the Provincial and Regional policy direction 
	through to the Town’s Official Plan. KDAs are locations for 
	intensification, places where rapid transit services intersect 
	with nodes of retail and commercial development, and where 
	there is high redevelopment potential for mixed-use transit-
	oriented development. 

	2. Large Blocks
	2. Large Blocks

	isolated single land uses located on large blocks with limited permeability. The existing one and two storey low density commercial buildings, associated surface parking lots, limited residential development, and vacant lands provide great potential for change and transformation into compact, mixed-use, transit-supportive development.
	In addition to the designation for growth, the land base itself 
	and the current low intensity uses represent an opportunity. 
	Today, the Bernard KDA study area is largely defined by 

	3. A Limited Street Network
	3. A Limited Street Network

	The auto-centric development patterns characteristic of the Bernard KDA have produced a road network tailored to the private automobile. Lacking a fine-grained street network, the study area and the surrounding environment does not support pedestrian and cycling activity, and there is limited choice for how people and cars move around. It is important to note that the quadrant between Yonge Street and Bayview Avenue is divided by the Canadian National (CN) rail corridor, also utilized by GO Transit. The onl
	The existing pedestrian realm throughout the Bernard KDA Study Area is of typical suburban form, with the road network having basic 1.5-metre sidewalks set back from the travel lanes. In the surrounding residential neighbourhoods, sidewalks are generally provided along both sides of collector roads and one side of local roads. The commercial areas within the Bernard KDA lack pedestrian connections to and from the adjacent public realm, and across the site internally. 
	The existing cycling network is predominantly made up of shared roadways along collector roads and multi-use trails north and east of the Bernard KDA study area. To develop a thriving centre and support the Yonge Street rapidway, improvements to circulation are needed to enhance site access. A fine-grained pattern of streets and blocks will help to establish the Bernard KDA as a vibrant, pedestrian and cycling oriented centre, while supporting the needs of motorists.
	4. existing Neighbourhoods
	4. existing Neighbourhoods

	The Bernard KDA has a close relationship to well-established residential neighbourhoods. While intensification will result in greater densities and heights, the Richmond Hill Official Plan and Urban Design Guidelines provide clear direction on requirements for the transition of new development to adjacent areas. Low-density residential neighborhoods are located east, northwest and west of the Bernard KDA, and specific policies respecting the transition of built form apply to development that abuts a Neighbo
	5. Natural Heritage
	5. Natural Heritage

	The proximity to the natural heritage corridors presents an opportunity to re-define the KDA as a thriving commercial centre situated close to defined greenway systems. By encouraging intensification within the KDA, it will be important to ensure public open spaces are accessible and connected to natural assets, and these existing areas present an opportunity to enhance connectivity and create a unique Key Development Area defined by strong, green edges. 
	The KDA is framed by lands designated as Natural Core: the German Mills Creek, captured within the western boundary of the KDA, is a Significant Valleyland and requires a 30-metre setback from stable top of bank. A tributary to the Rouge River is located to the north of the KDA, which requires a 30-metre setback from stable top of bank in the northwest quadrant of the study area. This tributary provides contributing habitat to Redside Dace, which is an endangered fish species.  The Bernard KDA is within the
	1
	1


	6. Commercial uses
	6. Commercial uses

	The Background Report findings indicate the KDA is a well-established commercial hub, and there is a strong desire within the community to have that character continue and transform over time. The transportation analysis confirms 
	1 The 59 Brookside Natural Heritage Evaluation Report designates the Rouge River tributary as contributing habitat, based on communications with MNRF as occupied habitat is located 7km downstream. Under the Endangered Species Act, contributing habitat is protected and no minimum buffer widths are provided. The Act requires a 30 m setback from the meander belt for occupied habitat only.
	1 The 59 Brookside Natural Heritage Evaluation Report designates the Rouge River tributary as contributing habitat, based on communications with MNRF as occupied habitat is located 7km downstream. Under the Endangered Species Act, contributing habitat is protected and no minimum buffer widths are provided. The Act requires a 30 m setback from the meander belt for occupied habitat only.

	these findings; 75% of retail trips destined to the Bernard 
	these findings; 75% of retail trips destined to the Bernard 
	KDA are made from within approximately 5km of the study 
	area. With regard to residential travel patterns, auto driver 
	and auto passenger mode shares make up approximately 
	55% and 20% during the morning peak period. Reviewing 
	residential modal shares by destination reveals that people 
	traveling to downtown Toronto have a higher transit mode 
	share (close to 60%), and residents traveling locally are more 
	likely to walk (walking mode split for trips made within the 
	study area is approximately 40%). 

	Allowing the KDA to take shape overtime in a way that respects the current commercial uses but lays the groundwork for future change will be important to allowing for incremental redevelopment opportunities.  
	7. Placemaking
	7. Placemaking

	The policies of the Town’s Official Plan direct increased density towards the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and direct development to build a strong, vibrant identity and character. Today, the Bernard KDA study area is largely defined by isolated single land uses and is currently the location of several one and two storey low-density commercial buildings and associated surface parking lots, limited residential development and vacant lands. There is an opportunity to defi
	8. groundwater
	8. groundwater

	Based on the hydrogeological setting and groundwater conditions, the Bernard KDA is underlain, in part, by a regional aquifer known as the Oak Ridges Aquifer. Where it is present, the Oak Ridges Aquifer is within 10-15 metres of ground surface and is under hydrostatic pressure. Excavations that penetrate close to or into the Oak Ridges Aquifer could require extensive long term or permanent groundwater control and must be avoided. For permanent installation of services or foundations in the Bernard KDA that 
	Based on the geology, available borehole information and current development within the area, the subsurface conditions are capable of supporting development consisting of low-rise, high-rise structures and municipal services. Underground parking is possible, but will require engineering solutions to maintain the integrity of the water source. Because of the unique conditions that are highly locational dependent, constraints and approaches will be defined on a site-by-site basis at the planning stage of dev
	9. Bus Terminal
	9. Bus Terminal

	The Bernard Bus Terminal will continue to serve an important purpose as a major hub, connecting with the Highway 7 Rapid Transit route and other York Region Transit (YRT) conventional services. The bus terminal currently serves seven local YRT bus routes as well as the Yonge Street Viva blue bus service.  Viva BRT service is planned for implementation along the stretch of Yonge Street that intersects with the KDA, prompting even more need to ensure that the area is planned for the density required to suppor
	10. Servicing Capacity
	10. Servicing Capacity

	Based on preliminary calculations performed by TMIG that used  the overall density target for the Bernard KDA of 2.5 to 3 FSI, there is reserve capacity available in the existing sanitary system to accommodate growth in the Bernard KDA. The actual serviceable development will be dependent on the extent to which individual parcels can be directed to existing sewers.
	 
	11.
	elevation Changes 

	The elevation in the study area slopes down roughly 5 meters from the south east corner of Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue to the south east corner of the study area at Yorkland Boulevard. This sloping condition provides an opportuntiy to explore variations in how building forms meet the ground plane, with potential to accommodate structured parking or two-street frontages that work with elevation changes. 
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	Public Consultation
	Public Consultation
	Public Consultation


	3.1 Landowner and Public Agency Meetings
	3.1 Landowner and Public Agency Meetings
	3.2 Public Workshop
	3.3 Community Open House

	3.1 
	3.1 
	Landowner and Public Agency Meetings


	The consultation process for the Planning Study has included one-on-one stakeholder meetings and public events. In early January, a series of meetings were held with seven public agencies and twelve landowners at the Town of Richmond Hill municipal offices. These roundtable discussions provided the consultant team with a clearer understanding of landowners’ and public agencies’ perspectives and helped to identify their aspirations and possible concerns. Several key themes emerged that helped to inform the o
	The consultation process for the Planning Study has included one-on-one stakeholder meetings and public events. In early January, a series of meetings were held with seven public agencies and twelve landowners at the Town of Richmond Hill municipal offices. These roundtable discussions provided the consultant team with a clearer understanding of landowners’ and public agencies’ perspectives and helped to identify their aspirations and possible concerns. Several key themes emerged that helped to inform the o
	Transportation
	Transportation

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Support for transit-oriented development at this node, particularly considering the existing bus terminal and the rapidway transit investment.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Recognition that the existing road network and grid system require further refinement to realize a mixed-use centre, in line with Official Plan policy direction to enhance or provide a fine grain street network promoting walkable streets (Policy 4.4.2.1c). 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Importance of improving and integrating the Bernard Bus Terminal during each stage of the Planning Study.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Desire from Regional Planning staff to see something new and bold here. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Concerns regarding existing congestion in and around the KDA. 


	environmental Constraints 
	environmental Constraints 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Environmental agencies emphasized a comprehensive analysis of the flood plain will be required to assess possible building constraints. 


	Commercial identity
	Commercial identity
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Importance of the existing commercial uses to  local residents.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Desire from commercial landowners to maintain appropriate site access and parking facilities to ensure continued commercial success. 


	Height and Density
	Height and Density
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Support from some landowners for intensification, along with transitional height and density policies. 


	Sense of Place 
	Sense of Place 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Identification of the possibility to define an improved sense of place, and provide more community facilities. 


	Overall, these discussions reflected a common desire to see change occur as this local commercial centre begins to intensify. There was an acknowledgement of challenges from both the public agencies and the landowners with regard to traffic congestion, groundwater impacts to development capability and attitudes toward parking. While these challenges will require innovative solutions, many stakeholders recognized the opportunity that exists at this node to support new transit investment with private developm

	3.2 
	3.2 
	Public Workshop


	A public workshop was held on March 1st, 2017 at the Elgin West Community Centre to allow community members to learn more about the study process and provide an opportunity for the consultant team to hear the public’s feedback on the challenges and opportunities in the Bernard KDA.
	A public workshop was held on March 1st, 2017 at the Elgin West Community Centre to allow community members to learn more about the study process and provide an opportunity for the consultant team to hear the public’s feedback on the challenges and opportunities in the Bernard KDA.
	The public workshop began with an overview presentation that provided a high-level summary of planning policy and early analysis of possible opportunities in the study area. Small-group discussions followed the presentation component. Town planning staff and members of the consultant team facilitated roundtable discussion on several themes: Land Use, Character, Buildings and Urban Design, Transportation and Natural Heritage and Open Space. 
	The key findings from the public feedback received reflected themes established in the initial stakeholder meetings in January, and are summarized below:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	There was a common desire to reduce traffic and improve the pedestrian network throughout the KDA—congestion was a concern for many residents. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Residents identified with the village-feel of the historic downtown of Richmond Hill and were concerned that higher density development cannot support a similar sense of place here.  

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The current retail environment is well-supported and many attendees emphasized a desire to strengthen the existing commercial character.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	There was a desire to define an improved sense of place and create a destination for local residents and visitors to the Bernard KDA.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The existing greenway system was recognized as an asset to the community. Opportunities to connect to and enhance connections to open space were discussed.   


	Public feedback received at this workshop was integrated into the guiding principles, which serve as a framework upon which the preferred option has been developed. 

	3.3 
	3.3 
	Community Open House


	The second consultation session with the broader public took place on March 30th, 2017 at the Elgin West Community Centre. This event was structured in an open house format, with several panels illustrating the opportunities and constraints in the study area, associated development principles and draft height, density and transportation scenarios. This session focused on obtaining feedback from participants on the variations proposed in the draft options. 
	The second consultation session with the broader public took place on March 30th, 2017 at the Elgin West Community Centre. This event was structured in an open house format, with several panels illustrating the opportunities and constraints in the study area, associated development principles and draft height, density and transportation scenarios. This session focused on obtaining feedback from participants on the variations proposed in the draft options. 
	The key feedback received focused on several themes, summarized below:
	Intensification 
	Intensification 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Concern was raised about the growth anticipated for this centre and if the Bernard KDA is the right place to direct intensification. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Residents requested further clarification on the kinds of built form required to meet the intensification targets for this KDA.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Support for maintaining the KDA designation and not extending the boundaries to encompass the non-KDA lands included within the study area. 


	Transportation and Transit
	Transportation and Transit

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Residents expressed concerns over additional traffic pressures resulting from new development over time, as well as questioned the capability to secure public road rights of way.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Residents questioned the efficiency of the Viva BRT through mixed traffic in the historic Downtown area of Richmond Hill and what impacts that would have to attracting new riders to the service.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Residents requested further clarification regarding the future of the Bernard Bus Terminal over the long term.


	Transition
	Transition
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Residents were supportive of maintaining built form controls that ensured lower building heights against the neighbourhood designated areas.


	Density
	Density

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Residents requested further clarification on density calculations.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Concern was raised about the proposed public streets and the impacts new public infrastructure may have on achievable density.


	groundwater
	groundwater
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Concern was raised about the ability to provide adequate parking below grade to service new development, considering the high water table.


	Open Space
	Open Space
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Support for linear parks and urban squares, and a desire to see larger urban open spaces to accompany intensification.


	Working with the public’s comments and ongoing input from Town staff and key stakeholders, the consultant team evaluated key elements of the draft options, such as the deployment of density around the study area and street network variations. This process has resulted in the creation of a Preferred Option, which is explained in further detail in Section 4. Feedback from the community, landowners and stakeholders is still being recived and will be considered as the planning process continues for the Key Deve
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	Preferred Option 
	Preferred Option 
	Preferred Option 


	4.1 Guiding Principles
	4.1 Guiding Principles
	4.1.1 Open Space Connectivity
	4.1.2 Reinforcing Yonge Street
	4.1.3 Integrated Bus Transit
	4.1.4 Integrated Commercial Uses
	4.1.5 Interconnected Street Network
	4.1.6   Policy-led Height Strategy 
	4.2 Key Features of the Development Options
	4.2.1 Density and Height
	4.2.2 Street Network
	4.2.3 Open Space Network
	4.3 Identification of Preferred Option
	4.3.1 Density and Height
	4.3.2 Street Network Evaluation
	4.3.3 Open Space Analysis

	The Preferred Land use and Design Scenario 
	The Preferred Land use and Design Scenario 
	The Preferred Land use and Design Scenario 
	can be thought of in two main layers; first, the 
	underlying development framework and its 
	composite streets and blocks that define a basis 
	for how intensification at the Bernard KDA would 
	be organized and; second, the creation of a 
	development scenario of heights and densities 
	that responds appropriately to the Town’s policies 
	and density targets for Key Development Areas.

	The underlying development framework is based on six core components identified by the study team that reinforce the direction for the KDA in the Official Plan and establish a set of principles that shaped the design process. The framework includes an interconnected street network, reinforcing Yonge Street, integrated bus transit, integrated commercial uses, open space, and policy-based building heights. Using these basic elements as a guide, the study team developed a flexible grounding upon which developm
	On top of the development framework is the second layer, the physical deployment of density and built form. To visualize how the development framework and the density concepts would work in conjunction with one and other, a 3D model of the Bernard KDA was created. The model allowed the study team to see the physical outcomes of different density arrangements and provided the opportunity to test different densities across the site.
	The study team worked with the density targets set out in Policy 4.4.1.6 of the Official Plan that apply to the Bernard KDA and tested them atop the development framework. The objective of the study process was to create a Preferred Option that achieved growth targets and at the same time, was balanced and responsive to the surrounding context. Working with the unique attributes of the study area, its planned transit investments and existing commercial uses, the study team developed the Preferred Option tha

	4.1 
	4.1 
	Guiding Principles


	The Richmond Hill Official Plan (2010) provides clear direction for the Bernard KDA and for the preparation of a Secondary Plan for this area. The following guiding principles provided an important base from which the development framework was created to achieve the policy direction for Key Development Areas outlined in the Official Plan. 
	The Richmond Hill Official Plan (2010) provides clear direction for the Bernard KDA and for the preparation of a Secondary Plan for this area. The following guiding principles provided an important base from which the development framework was created to achieve the policy direction for Key Development Areas outlined in the Official Plan. 
	4.1.1 Open Space Connectivity
	4.1.1 Open Space Connectivity

	The options reflect a desire to connect to the Town’s existing Greenway system and adjacent parks to bring a meaningful experience of open space into new development. Open spaces in urban environments are important parts of creating a comfortable, liveable place. 
	The lands north and west of the KDA are designated Natural Core which form part of the Town's broader Greenway System. The Town’s Urban Design Guidelines encourage street and block layouts to maximize views, vistas and connections to the Greenway System (Section 4.3.3). These natural heritage corridors provide important context for this study and the options development process has considered how to enhance connectivity to this established ecological system.
	4.1.2 Reinforcing Yonge Street
	4.1.2 Reinforcing Yonge Street

	Yonge Street is an important street. The street not only moves traffic and people, but it can shape the nature of a place. The development options move to bring buildings up to the Yonge Street frontage, framing the street and enhancing the pedestrian experience along Yonge Street.
	Built form policies require development fronting Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue to provide commercial, retail or community uses at grade in a mixed-use building format (Policy 4.4.1.5). This will facilitate the creation of a more main street development character with pedestrian-oriented, active street-level retail at grade.
	4.1.3 integrated Bus Transit
	4.1.3 integrated Bus Transit

	The Bernard Bus Terminal currently operates in a driveway off of Yonge Street between Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue. The development options will not preclude the bus loop from operating where it is today until it may be ready to take a new shape along with new development in the future. 
	The new centre-lane stations associated with the Yonge Street rapidway will be constructed north and south of Bernard Avenue, and VivaNext service will be relocated to the Yonge Street stations and will no longer use the existing bus terminal. The current design incorporates certain Viva routes along the rapidway, while a branch of Viva blue service will continue to service the Bernard Bus Terminal. 
	The Bernard Bus Terminal will continue to act as an existing transit hub, providing a connection between rapid transit on Yonge Street and local, conventional routes serving the surrounding communities.
	4.1.4 integrated Commercial uses
	4.1.4 integrated Commercial uses

	Retail and commercial uses are important in the Bernard KDA today. New development should be able to accommodate similar uses in the future that would contribute to service the local population.
	Policy 4.4.1.4 of the Official Plan specifies that intensification of existing major retail uses shall occur through redevelopment into a more compact built form. The development options enhance the existing commercial character while providing for the evolution of built form over time. 
	4.1.5 interconnected Street Network
	4.1.5 interconnected Street Network

	The streets in the Key Development Area today are limited. The development options seek to enhance movement choice and improve the street environment for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. New opportunities to connect with local bus routes will be explored through this process.
	Policy 4.4.2.1c of the Official Plan directs development to promote the character and function of the KDA as a destination that is pedestrian-oriented by enhancing or providing a fine grain street network to create improved walkability.  
	4.1.6 Policy-led Height Strategy 
	4.1.6 Policy-led Height Strategy 

	Achieving an appropriate mix of building heights and ensuring adequate transition to the Neighboruhoods will be important to creating a livable Key Development Area.  
	The Official Plan directs the tallest buildings in the KDA to the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue (4.4.1.9) as well as calls for a 3 storey maximum height where development abuts Neighboruhoods (4.4.1.10), and the application of a 45 degree angular plane to further regulate development relationships to Neighbourhoods (3.4.1.55).  The development options are guided by the policy direction for building height. 

	4.2 
	4.2 
	Key Features of the Development Options 


	The Bernard KDA Study Area is currently the location of one and two storey low-density commercial buildings and associated surface parking lots, limited residential development and vacant lands. Within the KDA designation boundary, land uses are isolated and there are several vacant parcels that present ample opportunity for redevelopment.
	The Bernard KDA Study Area is currently the location of one and two storey low-density commercial buildings and associated surface parking lots, limited residential development and vacant lands. Within the KDA designation boundary, land uses are isolated and there are several vacant parcels that present ample opportunity for redevelopment.
	The key features of the Preferred Option reflect the need for improved connectivity and for the creation of an enhanced sense of place with the KDA. This reflects policy direction outlined in the Town’s Official Plan and feedback received through public consultation events with key stakeholders and local residents. 
	The following sections illustrate the variations explored during the options development process with regard to density and height, the street network structure and improved connectivity to open spaces.
	4.2.1 Density and Height
	4.2.1 Density and Height

	Two options were prepared to illustrate how the Bernard KDA can reach the Official Plan density targets and create a place that fulfills the vision for the Bernard KDA as a place for mixed use, transit-supportive development. Official Plan policy 4.4.1.6 directs the density of a development block within a KDA to be a minimum of 2.5 FSI and a maximum of 3.0 FSI. For the purposes of this study, the development block upon which the required FSI is calculated is the entirety of the Key Development Area. The opt
	In the options development stage, the study team investigated the appropriate built form scale and density for the KDA lands as well as for the balance of the study area. Through the study, it was determined that the lands in the greater study area were not required to meet the density targets prescribed for the Bernard KDA. The modeling performed as part of this study anticipated low-density residential (single-detached, semi-detached) and medium-density residential development (triplex, fourplex, townhous
	The low and medium-density residential form was deemed to be appropriate for the lands within the study are but outside of the KDA as the lands within this area, while in a Neighborhood designation, meet the criteria set out in Section 4.9.1.2 of the Official Plan to: (1) allow medium density residential uses in a Neighborhood including frontage on a collector street and being located within walking distance to a transit stop; and (2) allow medium density residential uses in a Neighborhood with frontage ont
	OPTiON 1
	OPTiON 1

	The first density and height option focuses development along the Yonge Street corridor, directing taller buildings to Yonge Street, away from the established neighbourhoods. The maximum height permitted is focused along Yonge Street, with density and height permissions transitioning in scale to the existing neighbourhoods. The key elements of this option are:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Maximum FSI of 4.0 along Yonge Street

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Tall buildings of up to 15 storeys permitted in the higher density areas

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A maximum density of 2.0 FSI with permitted height of up to 10 storeys away from the Yonge Street corridor

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Along the Neighbourhood edges, a maximum building height of 3 storeys

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minimum densities and heights indicate what would be required in this Option to meet the overall minimum density for the KDA of 2.5 FSI. 


	The model views show a built form that could 
	The model views show a built form that could 
	result from the height and density distribution. 

	This option achieves the density targets within 
	This option achieves the density targets within 
	the height regime, and creates an intensified 
	corridor along Yonge Street.   
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	OPTiON 2
	OPTiON 2
	OPTiON 2

	The second density and height option focuses development at the Yonge Street and Bernard Avenue/Canyon Hill intersection, directing the most intense development to the four corners of the intersection. The maximum height permitted is focused along Yonge Street, with density and height permissions stepping down towards the Yonge and Elgin Mills intersection and east and west to the established neighbourhoods. The key elements of this option are summarized below:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Maximum FSI of 4.0 at the four corners around the Bernard and Yonge intersection

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Maximum FSI of 3.5 at the south edge of the KDA to transition to the lands designated Regional Mixed Use Corridor 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Tall buildings of up to 15 storeys permitted in the higher density areas along the Yonge Street corridor

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Maximum density of 2.5 FSI with permitted height of up to 10 storeys away from the Yonge Street corridor in the second tier of development. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A pocket of lower density is introduced in this option at the west edge where there is a third tier of the KDA, with maximum FSI of 2.0 and buildings of 3 to 6 storeys

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Along the Neighbourhood edges, a maximum building height of 3 storeys

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minimum densities and heights indicate what would be required in this Option to meet the overall minimum density for the KDA of 2.5 FSI


	The model views show a built form that could 
	The model views show a built form that could 
	result from the height and density distribution. 

	This option achieves the density targets within 
	This option achieves the density targets within 
	the height regime, and creates an intensified node 
	at the intersection of Yonge Street and Bernard 
	Avenue/Canyon Hill Avenue and more variation in 
	the height and density distribution within the area.
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	Streets Option A
	Streets Option A
	Streets Option A


	Streets Option C
	Streets Option C
	Streets Option C
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	Streets Option B
	Streets Option B
	Streets Option B


	4.2.3 Open Space Network 
	4.2.3 Open Space Network 
	4.2.3 Open Space Network 

	Unlike in greenfield development where parks are defined as a part of a complete neighbourhood unit, intensification of existing areas like the Bernard KDA will require a new approach to parkland provision, which is explained in Section 6.2 of the Parks Plan. The Parks Plan recognizes new parkland classifications such as Urban Squares and Linear Parks will assist in meeting the needs of more compact, urban areas.
	While there are community parks and local parks located outside of the KDA boundary, the node itself is characterized by commercial uses and surface parking facilities. To establish a vibrant, mixed-use destination, public open spaces must be accessible to those who live, work or visit the KDA.
	The approach to open space in the Bernard KDA is based on the following principles:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Enhance connections to existing natural open spaces and parks;

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Create a strong linear park that reinforces the direction in the Parks Plan and connects people through the KDA in a comfortable, well-landscaped environment; and

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Identify locations where significant urban squares can frame development and create places that contribute to the Key Development Area’s character.


	The following key elements of the Open Space 
	The following key elements of the Open Space 
	Network are numerically identified in Figure 27:

	1. A Linear Park Loop
	1. A Linear Park Loop

	A new linear park that allows for movement through the centre of the Key Development Area along a street framed by green space. This linear park loop continues through the KDA east to west and north to south. 
	2. Connections to existing Open Space
	2. Connections to existing Open Space

	There are a number of local parks in the vicinity of the Key Development Area and much of the KDA is captured within a 400-metre walking distance to these parks. New green connections are proposed to connect people to these existing natural assets.
	3. urban Squares
	3. urban Squares

	Urban open space such as urban squares provides the kind of space where public life takes place. These spaces are critical for people to enjoy the public realm and the vitality that comes along with intensification. Such spaces could frame future transit plazas or significant commercial or residential uses.
	4. enhancing the Watercourse
	4. enhancing the Watercourse

	A new pedestrian path is proposed along the existing channelized watercourse at the north edge of the site. Improvements could be made to this feature to enhance its current condition and create a walking path similar to what is seen on the east side of Yorkland Street.
	5. A Connection Across Yonge Street
	5. A Connection Across Yonge Street

	The open space structure includes connectivity across Yonge Street at a potential new intersection where pedestrians could cross Yonge Street and connect with additional green space in the northwest quadrant of the area. 
	These elements provide a framework to support the intensification of the Bernard KDA while enhancing connections to existing natural heritage corridors and supporting the creation of new urban squares and linear parks. The open space network responds to the key moves identified in the street network variations and maintains a level of flexibility to ensure alterations are possible to support the preferred street network option. 
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	4.3 
	4.3 
	Identification of Preferred Option 


	The Preferred Option is based upon three elements that establishes the foundation for a flexible, urban approach to growth:
	The Preferred Option is based upon three elements that establishes the foundation for a flexible, urban approach to growth:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Density and Height

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Streets

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Open Space


	Each of these elements is an important layer in understanding how the Bernard KDA will grow over time into a diverse and vibrant community supported by rapid, transit-oriented development. The Preferred Option presented in this report is subject to further refinement based on feedback and consultation with public agencies, stakeholders and the public. 
	4.3.1 Density and Height 
	4.3.1 Density and Height 

	The preferred density and height option reflects the corridor structure articulated in Option 1, concentrating higher density development along Yonge Street and further iterates the more articulated transitional nature of Option 2. 
	The density arrangement in the Preferred Option has permissions for 3.5-4 FSI on Yonge Street, and an associated height overlay of 10-15 storeys. Density permissions in the second tier transitional areas, adjacent to the higher density Yonge Street corridor, range from a minimum of 1.5 FSI and a maximum of 2 FSI, with a height overlay of 4-10 storeys. In order to ensure transition occurs appropriately, a lower height maximum of 3 storeys is established along the edges of the KDA that abut Neighborhood areas
	The overall GFA generated by the preferred option is between 550,000 sq. meters to 600,000 sq. meters. Applying an assumption of 20% non-residential use and 80% residential use to create a mixed use area as called for in the Official Plan, the density permissions may accommodate a range of 4,000-4,700 units and roughly 2,000-3,000 jobs.
	 Currently, the Preferred Option assumes ground level retail along the Yonge Street corridor, as directed in the Official Plan, as well as the potential for office uses and a number of mixed use sites with single, larger floor plate retail uses. The exact balance of residential and non-residential uses will be refined through the subsequent phases of this study. 
	Both Options 1 and 2 for the height and density arrangement in the Bernard Key Development Area support the direction provided in the Official Plan that describes how the KDA should function and what density it should accommodate. However, Option 1, where a corridor of higher density is permitted along Yonge Street, better responds to the policy direction as well as to the concerns of the community to focus density away from existing neighbourhods. 
	The density arrangement in Option 1 expresses transition in a more consistent and even way, creating a focus of density and height along the Yonge Street corridor and decreasing density and height outward from Yonge Street. Transition to the community to the east and northwest is maintained through the maximum height of 3 storeys abutting an area designated Neighbourhood as well as through the use of the 45-degree angular plane, called for in policy 3.4.1.55 of the Official Plan.
	The preferred option identifies lands within the study area but outside of the KDA as low-density and medium-density areas within the Neighbourhood designation. This area is an appropriate area for infill development given its frontage on Brookside and proximity to public transit stops. Per Official Plan Neighbourhood policies, the maximum Units per Hectare in these areas is 50 units per hectare. 
	Transition in form and managing the impact of new development in relation to established neighbourhoods was a concern expressed by the community. The Preferred Option  maintains transitional areas along Neighbourhood edges. The possible densities and recommended height minimums and maximums in which development would be expressed reinforces the idea of transition in density and built form, permits a structure within which a range of housing forms is possible including grade-related and apartment units and a
	Further refinements to the Preferred Option will occur in the next stages of the project process, responding to consultation with and feedback from public agencies, stakeholders and the public.
	4.3.2 Street Network evaluation 
	4.3.2 Street Network evaluation 

	BA Group performed an evaluation of each of the proposed elements of the street network system presented at the Community Open House (March 30th, 2017), against nine criteria.  Through this evaluation, a preferred street network was identified. The evaluation included the merit of the street, and where relevant, an assessment of if a public street or a private street would be recommended. Of the 12 link variations in the draft options, six were recommended to be carried forward in the preferred option.  The
	evaluation Criteria
	evaluation Criteria
	evaluation Criteria
	evaluation Criteria
	evaluation Criteria
	evaluation Criteria


	Measures
	Measures
	Measures



	Overall Network Connectivity / Mobility
	Overall Network Connectivity / Mobility
	Overall Network Connectivity / Mobility

	Fine Grain, Routing Options, Logical Connections
	Fine Grain, Routing Options, Logical Connections


	Traffic Operations & Capacity 
	Traffic Operations & Capacity 
	Traffic Operations & Capacity 

	Routing Options, Intersection Relief, Signals
	Routing Options, Intersection Relief, Signals


	Road Design / Standards
	Road Design / Standards
	Road Design / Standards

	Industry Standards, Regional Standards, Municipal Standards
	Industry Standards, Regional Standards, Municipal Standards


	Transit Considerations 
	Transit Considerations 
	Transit Considerations 

	Transit Routing, Bernard Terminal Flexibility, Transit Accessibility
	Transit Routing, Bernard Terminal Flexibility, Transit Accessibility


	Support for Cycling
	Support for Cycling
	Support for Cycling

	Connections, Infrastructure
	Connections, Infrastructure


	Pedestrians Connections and Environment 
	Pedestrians Connections and Environment 
	Pedestrians Connections and Environment 

	Network connectivity, street level environment, street crossings
	Network connectivity, street level environment, street crossings


	Built Form and Development 
	Built Form and Development 
	Built Form and Development 

	Street Frontage, Quality of Developable Land
	Street Frontage, Quality of Developable Land


	Property Impacts
	Property Impacts
	Property Impacts

	Road Right-of-Way, Land Acquisitions
	Road Right-of-Way, Land Acquisitions




	*A detailed evaluation table with the complete analysis and recommendations is provided in Appendix A.1.
	The preferred street network is comprised of the following links: 
	Good logical connection between existing collector and arterial (Yonge Street) road network; utilizes existing signal infrastructure; improves mobility for all modes.
	1. New east- West Public Collector Road 
	Connecting Yonge St & Yorkland St - 

	Good connection to create a finer grain street network; connects existing collector and potential collector; enhances mobility for all modes.
	2. New North-South Public Local Road 
	Connecting Bernard Ave & New east-West Public 
	Collector - 

	Connection between existing collector and arterial (Yonge Street) road network; incorporates flexibility for Bernard Terminal location and circulation options.
	3. New 'L Shaped Public Local Road Connecting 
	Yonge St & Bernard Ave - 

	Signal creates good east-west public connection across KDA for all modes. Signal contributes to a fine grain street network and supports connectivity of the proposed open space network. Signalized intersection will need to be incorporated into Yonge Street Rapidway alignment design and operations. Signalized intersection subject to Regional review. 
	4. Full Moves Signal at intersection of New 
	Roads - 

	Good connection between existing collector and arterial (Yonge Street) road network; with full moves signal creates good east-west public connection across KDA for all modes.
	5. New 'L' Shaped Public Local Road Connecting 
	Brookside Rd & Yonge St with Full Moves Signal 
	- 

	Creates finer grain street network; may be considered for pedestrians only. 
	6. New east-West Public Local Connection 
	to Leyburn Ave & New Public Road Between 
	Brookside Rd and Yonge Street - 

	 Logical connection between existing collector and arterial (Yonge Street) road network; utilizes existing signal infrastructure; improves mobility for all modes.
	7. New 'L' Shaped Public Collector Road 
	Connecting Canyon Hill Ave & Yonge St -


	4.3.3 Open Space Analysis 
	4.3.3 Open Space Analysis 
	4.3.3 Open Space Analysis 

	Through engagement with the public, stakeholders and the Town, the Preferred Option open space strategy has been revised to include an enhanced right of way loop that would allow for cycling infrastructure, wider sidewalks and enhanced street plantings in the KDA.  These enhanced rights of way connect through the KDA and create a unique street character. Development in the KDA will frame urban squares that will provide opportunities to support the sense of place in the KDA and create spaces for urban public
	The elements of the open space network are flexible, and further refinements to the scale, size and programming of the enhanced right of way, linear parks and urban squares will occur as the Preferred Option is further studied and refined in the next stages of the project process.
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	Policy Direction
	Policy Direction
	Policy Direction


	5.1 The Structure and Vision for the Bernard KDA
	5.1 The Structure and Vision for the Bernard KDA
	5.2 Principles
	5.3 Character Areas
	 Built Form
	 Transition to Neighbourhoods
	 Housing 
	5.4 Parks and Urban Open Space Network
	5.5 Streets and Transportation
	5.5.1 Active Transportation
	5.5.2 Public Transit
	5.5.3 Transportation Demand Management
	5.5.4 Parking
	5.6 Groundwater
	5.7    Implementation 

	5.1 
	5.1 
	The Structure and   
	 Vision for the    
	 Bernard KDA


	The Bernard KDA has three distinct areas:  the Corridor, the Interior and the Neighborhood Edge. To reinforce the creation of a strong Yonge Street Corridor, the Corridor area will be comprised of a mix of uses and built forms, with the tallest buildings encouraged to front Yonge Street, reinforcing the corridor. The Corridor area will strengthen Yonge Street’s main street development character, with pedestrian-oriented active-street level retail at grade.
	The Bernard KDA has three distinct areas:  the Corridor, the Interior and the Neighborhood Edge. To reinforce the creation of a strong Yonge Street Corridor, the Corridor area will be comprised of a mix of uses and built forms, with the tallest buildings encouraged to front Yonge Street, reinforcing the corridor. The Corridor area will strengthen Yonge Street’s main street development character, with pedestrian-oriented active-street level retail at grade.
	The Interior area will provide a transition from the highest density Corridor area, with a mix of uses and building typology. The Neighbourhood Edge will provide an important built form area that will create a buffer between the established neighbourhoods adjacent to the Bernard KDA and the higher intensity form in the centre of the KDA and along the Corridor. 
	The enhanced right of way and a connected open space system will knit these areas together, while also providing connectivity to the Town’s existing Greenway System. The Bernard KDA will transform from an auto-centric commercial centre to a mixed-use, compact, pedestrian-oriented node with a strong identity, a range of land uses and new public open spaces overtime. 

	5.2 
	5.2 
	Principles 


	5.3.1 Identify and define character areas that are present within the Bernard KDA and provide additional direction and detail on the mix of residential and commercial uses anticipated and the nature and character of development that will take place in these areas. 
	5.3.1 Identify and define character areas that are present within the Bernard KDA and provide additional direction and detail on the mix of residential and commercial uses anticipated and the nature and character of development that will take place in these areas. 
	5.3.2 Reinforce the intent for the KDA to contain a mix of retail, commercial, office and residential uses with the highest commercial concentration focused along the Yonge Street corridor, recognizing its proximity to the Bernard Bus Terminal and the planned VivaNext rapidway. 
	Built Form
	Built Form

	5.3.3 Establish clear expectations for building form and intensity, directing higher density development to the Yonge Street frontage and lower density and heights in areas away from the centre of the KDA. 
	5.3.4 Establish policies to reflect direction outlined in Policy 3.4 and 4.4.2 of the Official Plan regarding place-making and design.
	Transition to Neighbourhoods
	Transition to Neighbourhoods

	5.3.5    Provide appropriate transition to low-rise neighborhoods through the use of a height and density regime as well as a 45-degree angular plane as described in Policy 3.4.1(55) of the Official Plan 
	5.3.6 Create an appropriately scaled Neighborhood Edge area that allows for a built form that is in keeping with the scale of the existing communities. 
	5.3.7    For lands within the study area but not within the KDA, provide transition within the low and medium density area of the study area to existing development within Neighbourhoods and also to the KDA; Identify area specific design elements and preferred building typologies. 
	Housing
	Housing
	  

	5.3.8 Direct a minimum of 35% of new housing units within the Bernard KDA shall be affordable as required in Policy 3.1.5.2 of the Official Plan.
	5.3.9 Identify development heights and densities in the KDA that will allow for a range of housing types and tenures. 

	5.4 
	5.4 
	Parks and Urban   
	  Open Space Network 


	5.4.1 Refine the ideal locations for urban squares and linear parks to improve the public realm in the KDA. 
	5.4.1 Refine the ideal locations for urban squares and linear parks to improve the public realm in the KDA. 
	5.4.2 Establish appropriate guidelines for the size and function of the urban squares and linear parks as well as mechanisms for how to secure them in the development process. 
	5.4.3 Create policies to encourage developments to contribute to the advancement of the urban open space network.  
	5.4.4 Ensure development is sensitive to Natural Core areas. 
	5.4.5 Enhance the Town's Greenway system through the establishment of buffers along the stream and valley system within the Secondary Plan area. 

	5.5 
	5.5 
	Streets and     
	  Transportation


	5.5.1 Active Transportation
	5.5.1 Active Transportation
	5.5.1 Active Transportation

	5.5.1.1 Create a well-connected system of pedestrian and cycling routes that facilitate movement between key destinations in the Bernard KDA.
	5.5.1.2 Provide cycling facilities and pedestrian infrastructure as required by the York Region Transportation Master Plan, the Town’s Pedestrian and Cycling Master Plan, the Town’s Transportation Master Plan and the Town’s Urban MESP.
	5.5.1.3 Design attractive and safe areas for pedestrians and cyclists and promote the Bernard KDA as a walkable destination.
	5.5.2 Public Transit
	5.5.2 Public Transit

	5.5.2.1 Support the implementation of the Yonge Street rapidway and plan for connectivity to new transit facilities.
	5.5.2.2 Maintain and strengthen the transportation function of the Bernard Bus Terminal as a central hub in the Bernard KDA.
	5.5.2.3 Implement the direction identified in York Region’s Transit-Oriented Development Guidelines to advance the implementation of Regional Centres and Corridors. 
	5.5.3 Transportation Demand 
	5.5.3 Transportation Demand 
	Management (TDM)

	5.5.3.1 Implement policies from the Town’s Transportation Master Plan and recommendations from the Region's TDM Strategy to encourage a shift away from the single occupant vehicle. 
	5.5.3.2 Support intensification within the Bernard KDA to facilitate increased transit use and support end of trip mobility options.
	5.5.3.3 Consider the introduction of car-share and bike-share facilities to improve modal split. 
	5.5.4 Street Network
	5.5.4 Street Network

	5.5.4.1 Evaluate the proposed streets and intersection control measures within the Bernard KDA and between the existing residential neighbourhoods to facilitate movement for pedestrians, cyclists, transit and automobiles. 
	5.5.4.2 Develop policies to guide new rights of way width, street sections and locations of streets. 
	5.5.4.3 Support the development of a street network that can meet the needs of various users including pedestrians, cyclists, transit and automobiles. 
	5.5.4.4 Identify the character and role of public and private streets.
	5.5.5 Parking
	5.5.5 Parking
	 

	5.5.5.1 Consider strategies from the Town’s Draft Parking Strategy to ensure appropriate parking ratios apply to new development. 
	5.5.5.2 Encourage parking solutions of above or below grade or structured parking to meet the needs of future development.
	5.5.5.3 Consider how above ground structured parking should be treated and constructed. 
	5.5.5.4 Encourage a transition away from surface parking to reinforce the mixed use, transit supportive nature of future development

	5.6 
	5.6 
	Groundwater 


	5.6.1 Establish process mechanisms to ensure adequate study of groundwater conditions on a site by site basis as development comes forward and a potential peer review process to ensure that sound engineering practices are being proposed to address groundwater issues. 
	5.6.1 Establish process mechanisms to ensure adequate study of groundwater conditions on a site by site basis as development comes forward and a potential peer review process to ensure that sound engineering practices are being proposed to address groundwater issues. 
	5.6.2 Create policies to require low-impact development strategies to meet groundwater recharge requirements under the CTC Source Water Protection Plan. 
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	Appendix A – Street Network Evaluation
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	5.7.1 Establish policies to direct matters such as servicing, monitoring and other implementation measures. 
	5.7.1 Establish policies to direct matters such as servicing, monitoring and other implementation measures. 

	5.7 
	5.7 
	Implementation 


	4.3.4 Combined Preferred Option
	4.3.4 Combined Preferred Option
	4.3.4 Combined Preferred Option

	The combined preferred option is shown below, layering the preferred density, height, transportation and open space networks. The illustration shows how open spaces interact with areas of density and height and provides a composite view of how each of the elements of the Preferred Option work together. 
	Further refinements to the alignment and geometry of the street network, the size and programming of the open space network and the height and density framework is anticipated through additional review with the Town, public agencies, stakeholders and the public. 
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	2.1 
	Constraints and Opportunities  
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	2.1 Constraints and Opportunities 
	2.1 Constraints and Opportunities 
	2.1 Constraints and Opportunities 


	2.1 
	2.1 
	Constraints and

	 Opportunities 
	 Opportunities 
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	The Bernard KDA is identified as a Key 
	The Bernard KDA is identified as a Key 
	The Bernard KDA is identified as a Key 
	Development Area on Schedule A1 (urban 
	Structure), and is designated as a Key 
	Development Area on Schedule A2 (Land use) of 
	the Richmond Hill Official Plan, and has a land 
	area of approximately 19.6 hectares.

	The Bernard KDA Secondary Plan will be 
	The Bernard KDA Secondary Plan will be 
	prepared in accordance with Policy 5.1.10 of the 
	Richmond Hill Official Plan, which requires the 
	preparation of policies to implemen
	t the
	 vision, 
	principles, frameworks and recommendations 
	of Part 1 of the Richmond Hill Official Plan, 
	particularly Policy 4.4 (Key Development Areas).  

	The following section provides policy direction 
	The following section provides policy direction 
	for the Secondary Plan as well as direction for 
	the Tertiary Plan required for lands in the study 
	area but outside the KDA that will be further 
	studied and refined in the next stages of the 
	project process. 


	This Preferred Option and Policy Direction 
	This Preferred Option and Policy Direction 
	This Preferred Option and Policy Direction 
	Report marks the completion of Stage 
	2A in the Bernard KDA Planning Study. 
	The subsequent phase of the study will 
	culminate with a recommendations report 
	which will further refine the preferred 
	land use and design option for the study 
	area and provide recommendations to the 
	Town to move the secondary plan process 
	forward. The final phase of the project, 
	involving the Secondary Plan and Zoning 
	By-law, are targeted for completion within 
	the 2017 calendar year. 


	5.3 
	5.3 
	Community 

	  Characteristics
	  Characteristics


	5.2.1 Permit and encourage development within the Bernard KDA that will create a vibrant, mixed-use destination that ensures compatibility with surrounding residential areas and that contributes to the animation of Yonge Street. 
	5.2.1 Permit and encourage development within the Bernard KDA that will create a vibrant, mixed-use destination that ensures compatibility with surrounding residential areas and that contributes to the animation of Yonge Street. 
	5.2.2 Maintain and reinforce the stability of low-density residential neighbourhoods through built form policies to ensure intensification takes place in a way that protects and appropriately transitions to established residential neighbourhoods.
	5.2.3 Encourage the establishment of vibrant, active street-fronts in the Bernard KDA through the provision of commercial, retail or community uses at grade in a mixed-use building format. 
	5.2.4 Direct the intersection of Yonge and Bernard/ Canyon Hill to create a central node of commercial activity and public life at the heart of the Bernard KDA.
	5.2.5 Strengthen connections to the existing Greenway System and establish new urban squares and linear parks to accompany redevelopment.
	5.2.6 Encourage the provision of affordable housing.
	5.2.7 Provide a fine-grained, walkable street network to improve pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and access to public transit.
	5.2.8 Direct low and medium density development to the study area outside of the KDA boundary to create transition to the existing neighbourhood and benefit from proximity to transit infrastructure.
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	Natural Core and Buffer from top of bank
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	Option 2: Density is focused at the Yonge and Bernard intersection 
	Option 2: Density is focused at the Yonge and Bernard intersection 
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